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ABSTRACT 
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) tasked the Illinois State Water Survey 
(ISWS) with providing technical assistance and mitigation support to the Poplar Creek watershed 
communities, which include portions of Elgin, Hoffman Estates, Schaumburg, South Barrington, 
Streamwood, and the unincorporated areas of Cook County in Illinois. The Poplar Creek 
watershed lies within the Upper Fox River Hydrologic Unit Code 07120006. The objectives of 
this project are to help raise flood risk awareness, provide tools to communicate flood risk, and 
support local efforts to reduce this risk. This project provides essential, detailed data for each 
structure in the 0.2% annual chance floodplain in the watershed. The 0.2% floodplain is the 
largest magnitude frequency of flood hazard that is estimated for FEMA flood hazard mapping 
and encompasses the extents of lesser magnitude, higher frequency events. The risk data for 
each structure contain the following: average annualized loss, flood depths for multiple return 
periods, first floor elevation, low entry elevation, and chance of flooding over a 30-year period. 
These data will assist communities and the State of Illinois in preparing a cost-benefit analysis 
contributing to the development of a comprehensive plan of prioritized mitigation projects. 
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1. Introduction
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) tasked 
the Illinois State Water Survey (ISWS) with providing technical 
assistance and mitigation support to the Poplar Creek 
watershed, Upper Fox River Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC), 
communities that include portions of Elgin, Hoffman Estates, 
Schaumburg, South Barrington, Streamwood, and the 
unincorporated Cook County. The Illinois Department of 
Natural Resources, Office of Water Resources (IDNR-OWR) 
supported the project with field survey data collection. 
Funding was provided through the Community Engagement 
and Risk Communication Statement of Work (CERC-SOW) No. 
ISWS-IDNR-FY15-03 under agreement EMW-2015-CA-00063-
S01. This project supports the FEMA Risk Mapping, 
Assessment, and Planning (Risk MAP) program.  
1.1. Project Background 
ISWS conducted meetings with stakeholders in the Upper Fox 
River HUC 8 Watershed (#07120006) on November 29-30, 
2012 and October 1, 2014. During these FEMA-sponsored 
meetings, information was collected on flood study needs and 
mitigation interest. As part of the overall effort to update flood 
hazard data in the Upper Fox watershed, the ISWS prepared 
updated hydrologic and hydraulic models of the Poplar Creek 
watershed under FEMA agreement EMW-2015-CA-00063-S01, 
Mapping Activity Statement ISWS-IDNR15-05. Models were developed based on those that had 
been prepared by others for the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago, as 
Detailed Watershed Plans (Hey and Associates, Inc., 2010). A count of structures within the 
special flood hazard areas of Poplar Creek showed that over 500 structures were at risk of flood 
damages. These structures are located primarily within the City of Elgin, with some in Hoffman 
Estates, Schaumburg, South Barrington, Streamwood, and unincorporated Cook County. Figure 
1 shows the Poplar Creek watershed boundary and communities. A structure-specific risk 
assessment was identified as a tool that communities could use to determine appropriate 
mitigation options and prioritize actions. IDNR-OWR plans to develop a statewide inventory of 
Risk Mapping, 
Assessment, and Planning 
(Risk MAP) is the Federal 
Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) Program 
that provides 
communities with flood 
information and tools 
they can use to enhance 
their mitigation plans and 
take action to better 
protect their citizens. 
Through more precise 
flood mapping products, 
risk assessment tools, 
and planning and 
outreach support, Risk 
MAP strengthens the 
ability to make informed 
decisions at the local 
level about reducing risk. 
FEMA Risk MAP 
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structure-specific risk assessments. This effort in the Poplar Creek watershed would contribute 
to meeting this goal.  
1.2. Location Description   
The Poplar Creek watershed is located primarily in northwest Cook County and drains to the Fox 
River. The watershed drains an area of 44 square miles and includes six main tributaries: Lords 
Park Tributary, Poplar Creek South Branch, Railroad Tributary, Schaumburg Branch, East Branch, 
and Tributary A, as shown in Figure 1. The most downstream portion of the Poplar Creek 
watershed at the confluence with Fox River is within Kane County.  
Figure 1. Poplar Creek watershed study area 
1.3. Objectives 
The objectives of this project are to help raise flood risk awareness, provide tools to 
communicate flood risk, and support local efforts to reduce this risk. The developed products 
can be used to identify appropriate mitigation options and strategically prioritize actions, such 
as the acquisition of high-risk structures. This project provides essential, detailed data for each 
structure in the 0.2% annual chance floodplain. The 0.2% floodplain is the highest magnitude 
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frequency of flood hazard that is estimated for FEMA flood hazard mapping and encompasses 
the extents of lower magnitude, higher frequency events. The risk data for each structure 
contain the following: average annualized loss, flood depths for multiple return periods, first 
floor elevation, low entry elevation, and chance of flooding over a 30-year period. These data 
will assist communities and the State of Illinois in preparing a cost-benefit analysis contributing 
to the development of a comprehensive plan of prioritized mitigation projects. 
2. Methodology and Tools 
Structure-specific flood risk assessments evaluate 
the likelihood and extent of flooding and the 
impact on affected structures. Typically, flood 
events with expected annual frequencies of 10%, 
4%, 2%, 1%, and 0.2% (a.k.a. 10-, 25-, 50-, 100- 
and 500-year return periods) are considered. 
Hydraulic models are used to project the extent 
and depth of inundation for each event. The 
expected damages for each event on each 
structure is compiled to demonstrate the risk. 
FEMA has developed the Hazus program, which 
uses depth damage curves to estimate the 
expected damage cost of each flood event, as 
well as analytics to compute Average Annualized 
Loss (AAL). Flood depth grids generated from 
detailed hydraulic models coupled with 
structure-specific data (rather than Census block 
averages, for example) provide a high-resolution 
assessment of flood risk for each structure.   
2.1. Hydrology and Hydraulics 
Hydrologic and hydraulic models are used to 
simulate multi-frequency flood depths needed to 
compute the AAL losses from flooding. AAL is the 
long-term average expected loss. See sidebar for 
the Hazus estimation method. Calculation of the AAL requires hydrologic and hydraulic 
modeling of flood elevations for the 10%, 4%, 2%, 1%, and 0.2% annual chance events. 
Given the five required Return Period 
(RPxx) calculated Loss (Lxx) values 
where xx is the return period in years 
(e.g. 10, 25, 50, 100, and 500). 
The approximate AAL is computed by 
examining losses in each return period 
range: 
AAL =   (f10 – f25)   *(L10 + L25)/2+ 
  (f25 – f50)   *(L25 + L50)/2+ 
  (f50 – f100)  *(L50 + L100)/2+ 
  (f100 – f500) *(L100 + L500)/2+ 
    f500 * L500 
where 
f10 = 1/10 (frequency/probability of 
occurrence of a 10-year flood) 
(FEMA, 2012) 
Hazus Average Annualized Loss 
Estimates for Buildings 
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To depict risk for the project area, the flood hazards needed to be defined for all flooding 
sources. In the Poplar Creek watershed area, the floodplain boundaries are based on elevations 
determined from hydrologic and hydraulic models from a 2018 ISWS study, which used data 
from the Detailed Watershed Plan (DWP) for the Poplar Creek Watershed Study Area: Volume 1 
(Hey and Associates, Inc., 2010). The ISWS prepared updated detailed models for all of the 
streams used in this analysis. The new 2018 ISWS models provide the needed elevations for the 
frequencies of interest. The 2018 ISWS models are in the Hydrologic Engineering Center-River 
Analysis System (HEC-RAS) format, version 4.1. These hydrologic and hydraulic models are 
expected to form the basis for updating Flood Insurance Rate Maps. At the time of this report 
development, however, the models have not been through all approval processes. Eventually, 
they will be available from the FEMA Map Service Center.   
2.2. Depth and Analysis Grid Creation 
Several geospatial products were prepared to provide input to the Hazus program. These 
products can be used as stand-alone tools to map and communicate flood hazard information.  
The datasets are generated in a grid pattern (raster format) and may be used with Geographic 
Information System (GIS) software to visualize as well as analyze flood hazards in conjunction 
with other data layers.  
2.2.1. Water Surface Elevation Grids 
Water surface elevation grids form the basis from which the depth grids, percent annual chance 
grids, and many of the other gridded datasets were generated. Using GIS software, water 
surface elevation grids were calculated by taking water surface elevations at cross sections and 
interpolating between those elevations, creating a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN). The 
TIN-to-Raster tool was then used to create a floating-point raster of water surface elevations 
using the Linear method. 
2.2.2. Depth Grids 
Flooding depth grids were produced for each stream included in the study area for the 0.2%, 
1%, 2%, 4%, and 10% annual chance flood events. Cells within the inundated area of the depth 
grids represent the expected flooding depths associated with the represented flood event. 
Depths were determined using GIS software raster calculations, based on water surface 
elevation and land surface elevation raster grids, and returned at a 3-foot cell size. Ground 
elevation grids were generated from the best available topographic data, including the Cook 
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County LiDAR (2008) and Kane County LiDAR (2008). The difference between the expected 
water surface and ground surface elevations were then calculated into a depth grid. 
2.2.3. Percent Annual Chance of Flooding Grid 
The grid is computed by using multiple water surface elevation results and their associated 
percent annual chance of exceedance (e.g., 0.2%, 1%, 2%, 4%, and 10%) and interpolating the 
percent annual chance of flooding at each grid cell based on those inputs coupled with the 
ground elevation at each specified point. This method uses an order 1 (first degree) linear 
regression for polynomial fit. The calculation runs on a natural log for the x-axis (Percent Annual 
Chance of Flooding) values; the y-axis (Elevations) values are not transformed. This is called the 
“semi-log,” which is recommended when values are close together. After the equation for the 
best-fit line is found, the ground elevation is input in order to find the percent annual chance. 
This process is run for each pixel in the grid. 
2.2.4. Percent Chance of Flooding over a 30-year Period Grid 
The percent chance of flooding over a 30-year period grid represents the percent chance of 
flooding at least one time during a 30-year period for a given cell or location within the mapped 
floodplain. Once the percent annual chance grid is developed, the process for developing the 
percent 30-year chance grid uses the following equation: 
Probability = 1 – (1-p) n, where: 
• p = percent annual chance of flooding (values derived from the percent annual 
chance raster layer) 
• n = time period in years (30 years for this dataset) 
2.3. Building Structure Inventory Creation 
A GIS point-based structure inventory is used as an input to the Hazus program to estimate 
flood losses, vulnerability, and risk for each structure. Information collected for each structure 
includes parcel identification number, address, building occupancy class, assessed building 
value, foundation type, number of stories, first floor height, and the square footage of the 
structure. 
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2.3.1. Identification of Structures 
The structures to be included in this risk assessment were identified using GIS, best available 
flood inundation extent data, building address points, and the assessors’ information from the 
Cook County Assessor’s Office and from the Kane County Assessor’s Office.  
The assessors’ data are recorded at the parcel level, but there may be multiple structures on any 
given parcel. Detached garages, sheds, and other secondary structures were omitted from most 
residential properties with a point being placed only on the main structure. For manufactured 
homes or commercial sites with multiple same-use structures on the same parcel, a point was 
created for each of these structures. 
Flood inundation extents provided by the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater 
Chicago (MWRDGC) were overlaid with the building address points to estimate structures 
exposed to flood risk. Structures that intersected or were within close proximity of the 
MWRDGC 0.2% annual chance floodplain were selected for inclusion in the project. Once the 
ISWS revised and updated the hydrologic and hydraulic models, the floodplain extents for the 
0.2% annual chance flood were larger and subsequently added several structures to the 
analysis.  
2.3.2. Refinement of Structure Point Placement 
After the initial selection, some adjustments were necessary for structures lying partially in the 
0.2% annual chance floodplain. These points representing the structures were moved so as to 
be located where flooding intersects the structure. Structures were also added that were not 
identified in the initial selection, but were found to be partially inundated. Because of these 
adjustments, the inventory point may not end up on the centroid of the structure footprint. It is 
important that structures potentially impacted by a flood event are represented.  
2.3.3. Field Survey 
A key component to a successful risk assessment of a structure is the ability to obtain an 
accurate first floor elevation. To obtain this information, surveyors from IDNR-OWR surveyed 
the elevations of the first floor, lowest entry, lowest entry ground, and garage elevations for all 
structures initially identified. The first floor elevation allows for the ability to accurately identify 
the entry level and depth of flooding that will affect the structure.  
Field surveyors were provided field survey map booklets to aid in the collection of the survey 
information. These map booklets were provided for each stream identified in the study and 
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included unique structure identification numbers, parcel boundaries, and street names. A 
location map for the surveys and an example of the field survey maps are shown in Appendix A.  
Surveyors were also given field survey forms that coincided with the map booklets to aid in 
structure identification and the recording of survey information. The information provided on 
the forms included parcel identification number, address, flooding source, building occupancy 
class, foundation type, number of stories, and the building material. These forms also included 
the following fields for the surveyor to populate: first floor elevation, low entry elevation, 
garage type, and garage elevation. The form included space for field notes, allowing surveyors 
to note if they were denied access to the property, if there were discrepancies in the assessors’ 
data, if the structure had been removed, or any other notes of importance. Examples of the 
survey forms can be found in Appendix B. 
Identification of at-risk structures was initially based on preliminary inundation mapping from 
MWRDGC, mentioned in Section 2.3.1. Inspection of the 0.2% flood extents from the 2018 ISWS 
modeling showed additional structures at risk. These were added to the Hazus analysis. 
However, field surveys had already been completed, so these structures do not have surveyed 
elevations. In most cases the first floor elevations for these structures were estimated using 
Hazus default values based on foundation type.  
2.4. Hazus Analysis 
Hazus is a mitigation and loss estimation tool developed by FEMA that uses GIS technology to 
estimate physical, social, and economic losses associated with a natural disaster. Hazus contains 
four main disaster modules: earthquake, flood, hurricane, and tsunami. For this analysis, the 
flood module was used to estimate the physical losses for the 10%, 4%, 2%, 1%, and 0.2% 
annual chance modeled flood events. The average annualized loss was then calculated using 
these events. Hazus has different levels of analysis, as identified in Figure 2. An advanced 
analysis was performed for this flood risk assessment by incorporating the local assessor’s data, 
data gathered by surveyors, and depth grids created from the flood studies completed by ISWS. 
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2.4.1. User Defined Facility Analysis 
Unlike a basic analysis, which uses the default Hazus General Building Stock (GBS) aggregated to 
the census block level, an Advanced User Defined Facilities (UDF) analysis accounts for 
individual structures. The building inventory created for this project is formatted for a Hazus 
UDF analysis. 
 Hazus analyzes each structure using depth damage curves provided by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE). The depth damage curves estimate losses by assigning a damage percentage 
to the structure based on the depth of water at that location. Water depth is based on the 
depth grid, first floor height, and the latitude/longitude value for the point representing the 
structure. Hazus chooses the proper depth damage curve from over 700 available for each 
structure based on the structure attributes, such as occupancy class and foundation type. The 
depth of flooding at a structure is taken from the depth grid value coincident with the point 
location for the structure. The first floor height (FFH) is calculated as the difference between the 
surveyed first floor elevation and the lowest grade elevation. Damages are determined 
considering the difference between the depth of flooding from the depth grid cell and the FFH.  
This Hazus methodology may introduce some error into the calculation of height of flood water 
above the first floor. 
Figure 2. Levels of Hazus analysis 
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Tax-Exempt Structures:  One issue when using the tax assessors’ database is that tax-exempt 
structures have no valuation data. Examples include government facilities, religious 
organizations, and government-subsidized housing. For these cases, building cost values were 
determined by using the method described in the building cost description in Section 2.4.2.  
2.4.2. Building Attributes for Hazus Analysis 
Although most of the categories required for a Hazus UDF analysis were provided in the 
assessor’s data, some fields were either not included or were not fully attributed and thus 
needed to be derived by other means. The following is a brief description of each of these fields 
and how they were attributed if no values were provided. The method used to attribute each 
field for every structure is documented in the DataSources table included in the Risk 
Assessment dataset. 
Building Cost: For most structures, this was populated by multiplying the assessed 
building value, taken from the Cook and Kane County assessors’ data, by 3 to create an 
estimated Fair Market Value of the structure. For structures where the building assessed 
value was unavailable, values were derived based on industry-standard cost-estimation 
models published in R.S. Means Square Foot Costs (R.S. Means, Inc., 2018) (Hazus 4.2). 
This provides a dollar value per square foot for each occupancy and occupancy subclass. 
Multiplying the square footage by the R.S. Means Square Foot Cost value allowed for an 
estimation of the building cost. 
Content Cost:  This field represents an estimate of the value of the contents of a 
structure. It is calculated by multiplying the Building Cost by a Content Cost Factor (CCF) 
of 0.5, 1, or 1.5. The CCF used is determined by the occupancy class of the structure. 
Square Footage:  Square footage was provided in the assessors’ data for the majority of 
the structures. In cases where it was not, values were estimated by a combination of 
online research, using GIS software to measure the building footprint, and Hazus default 
values. 
Number of Stories:  Missing values were populated using pictures taken by the 
surveyors. If surveyor pictures were unavailable, online map services such as Google 
Street View were used. 
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Year Built:  The majority of these values were provided with the assessors’ data. Empty 
values were estimated using historical orthophotography, values from adjacent 
structures, and online research. 
Foundation Type:  If these values were missing from the assessors’ data, other sources 
such as surveyor pictures, online map services such as Google Street View, or the Hazus 
default value of slab were used. 
First Floor Height:  This represents the height of the first floor, in whole feet, above the 
lowest adjacent grade. First floor elevation, low entry elevation, and low entry ground, 
collected during the field survey, were used to determine this value. The methodology is 
shown in Figure 3.  
 
 
Figure 3. Flowchart for determining first floor height 
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3. Flood Risk Assessment Results and Products 
The Flood Risk Assessment data provide an estimate of the potential financial consequences 
associated with structures located within the extent of the 0.2% annual chance floodplain. 
Potential flood losses have been estimated for different flood frequency levels and reported for 
each structure. This provides much versatility in the ways that results can be shown. Individual 
structure results can be aggregated to larger planning areas, such as neighborhoods, 
watersheds, flooding sources, or other geographic areas of interest. They can also be 
categorized in other ways, such as risk due to depth of flooding. These data can enhance the 
understanding and visualization of where floods will occur and the degree of risk that exists 
from flooding within the mapped floodplain. All results are in 2018 U.S. dollars. It is important 
to emphasize that while these estimates are an important tool in identifying flood risk, all 
estimates are subject to error. Caution is advised when interpreting the results. 
3.1. Flood Risk Assessment Results   
The individual structure losses aggregated by risk level and by subwatershed are presented to 
illustrate the expected flood damage costs. The data may be aggregated by other criteria as 
desired by the communities.   
3.1.1. Risk Level 
Risk level was assigned by height of flooding above the first finished floor within a structure 
caused by the 1% percent annual chance flood. Risk levels are defined in Table 1. Table 2 
summarizes the losses by events for all risk categories for the Poplar Creek watershed.  
Table 1. Structure Risk-Level Definitions 
Risk Level 1% Flood Height Above FFE (In Feet)  
High Greater than 1.5' 
Moderate 0’ - 1.5' 
Low Less than 0’ 
Very Low Structures located outside the 1% Annual Chance Floodplain 
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Table 2. Poplar Creek Watershed Losses by Event and Risk Level (2018 USD) 
Risk Level 10% Total Losses 
4% Total 
Losses 
2% Total 
Losses 
1% Total 
Losses 
0.2% Total 
Losses 
Average 
Annualized 
Losses 
High $88,220 $367,670 $1,458,040 $3,541,620 $6,150,700 $108,140 
Moderate $34,720 $254,060 $990,440 $2,876,960 $7,257,710 $95,750 
Low $0 $596,170 $1,157,910 $2,271,530 $8,555,690 $113,780 
Very Low $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,436,070 $21,630 
Grand Total $122,940 $1,217,900 $3,606,390 $8,690,110 $25,400,170 $339,300 
 
3.1.2. Losses by Subwatershed  
The physical losses for the 10%, 4%, 2%, 1%, and 0.2% annual chance flood events were 
aggregated for each of the Poplar Creek subwatersheds shown in Figure 4. The average 
annualized losses by subwatershed are presented in Table 3.  
Figure 4.  Poplar Creek subwatersheds 
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Table 3. Losses by Subwatershed (2018 USD) 
Watershed 
Number 
of 
Impacted 
 
10% Total 
Losses 
4% Total 
Losses 
2% Total 
Losses 
1% Total 
Losses 
0.2% Total 
Losses 
Average 
Annualized 
Losses 
Lords Park Tributary 258 $0 $180,490 $1,151,730 $2,267,120 $6,358,730 $83,740 
Poplar Creek 353 $122,940 $525,330 $1,691,070 $5,160,740 $15,003,510 $187,400 
Poplar Creek East 
Branch 
34 $0 $0 $0 $134,510 $1,673,730 $11,300 
Poplar Creek 
Railroad Tributary 
0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Poplar Creek 
Schaumburg Branch 
108 $0 $512,080 $763,590 $1,127,740 $2,341,070 $56,700 
Poplar Creek South 
Branch 
7 $0 $0 $0 $0 $23,130 $160 
Poplar Creek 
Tributary A 
0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Grand Total 760 $122,940 $1,217,900 $3,606,390 $8,690,110 $25,400,170 $339,300 
 
3.2. Flood Risk Assessment Products 
The information produced for this project is distributed with other flood risk data for the entire 
watershed through the FEMA Flood Map Service Center portal. The publicly available database 
containing the structure-based flood losses is formatted to follow FEMA guidelines (Flood Risk 
Database Technical Reference, 2018). The Flood Risk Database described in Section 3.2.2. 
contains greater detail and will be distributed on a more limited basis.  
3.2.1. Updates to FEMA Flood Risk Products 
As part of this project, the Flood Risk Products for the Upper Fox River Watershed Hydrologic 
Unit Code (HUC) 8, 07120006 were updated. These include the Flood Risk Assessment dataset, 
Flood Depth Grids, and Flood Analysis Grids in the Flood Risk Database. The purpose of the 
Flood Risk Products is to provide non-regulatory flood risk data to help communicate and 
enhance the understanding of flood risk and its potential impact on communities and 
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individuals. The Flood Risk Products can be found on FEMA’s Flood Map Service Center (MSC) 
website, http://msc.fema.gov/portal. 
3.2.2. Database Prepared for Poplar Creek Watershed 
A geospatial database in ArcGIS file geodatabase format has been compiled using results from 
the Hazus analysis. A file geodatabase is a collection of files in a folder on disk that can store, 
query, and manage both spatial and non-spatial data. The database contains one spatial 
dataset, named “Structures,” which comprises a point feature class of the same name that 
contains the building inventory. This inventory includes the location and many attributes of the 
structures included in the project area. There are three related tables that are linked to the 
“Structures” feature class using relationship classes. These three tables are “DataSources,” 
“Flood_Risk,” and “Survey.” All tables can be linked to the main spatial table using the foreign 
key field. Field descriptions of the database are given in Appendix C. These GIS data can be 
viewed spatially or in a tabular format and can be integrated with existing municipal data 
management systems. These data are provided to community officials and IDNR-OWR as part of 
the statewide risk assessment effort.  
4. Uses of Flood Risk Data 
The Flood Risk Assessment dataset helps guide community mitigation efforts by quantifying 
future potential flood losses, thereby showing where flood mitigation actions may produce the 
highest return on investment. The information and data created through this project also 
provides communities in the Poplar Creek watershed with tools to advance a myriad of 
mitigation goals and strategies, several examples of which are included in Section 4.1. 
4.1. Hazard Mitigation  
According to FEMA, hazard mitigation is the effort to reduce loss of life and property by 
lessening the impact of disasters (FEMA, https://www.fema.gov/hazard-mitigation-planning). 
Flood risk assessment data are essential for hazard mitigation planning activities that include 
developing mitigation strategies and completing the risk and vulnerability assessment. To 
reduce risk in a community, a clear picture of the physical and financial impacts of potential 
floods is necessary. Once the impacts of flooding to homes, businesses, critical facilities, and 
other infrastructure are determined, targeted actions can be planned. 
A structure-specific risk assessment based on up-to-date, relevant, and spatially accurate data is 
an effective tool for decision-makers and helps to prioritize flood mitigation objectives and 
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actions. Mitigation options can be prioritized using the specific structure-based flood risk data, 
such as first floor height, flood depth above first finished floor, percent damage, and building 
details. These attributes can help determine the best course of action for a property or group of 
properties that may include flood-proofing, relocation, and elevation, as well as demolition of 
at-risk properties.  
4.1.1. Selecting Mitigation Options 
Flood risk assessment data are useful for a multitude of mitigation applications. Having a 
quantification of flood risk for multiple flood scenarios that is easily aggregated allows the data 
to be scaled for different purposes. The information at a subwatershed level can be used to 
target mitigation strategies that may modify the floods themselves, using flood and stormwater 
management approaches, such as retention, detention, and green infrastructure. Having the 
data at a per-structure basis allows for the scalable screening of cost-effectiveness of different 
mitigation options that modify the susceptibility and impact of flooding in the community. This 
project data can help to identify areas where flood mitigation activities are most needed, 
especially in combination with other flood loss data such as repetitive-loss properties. Using 
both datasets can help to identify locations where at-risk property buyouts can occur 
strategically throughout the community. 
Flood risk assessment data can also be used to compare two or more mitigation options in a 
certain flood-prone area to enable the selection of the more effective and appropriate action. 
These data can be used to identify flood risk “hot spots” which can help decision-makers better 
understand the flood risk they face within their communities. The data can also be used to 
evaluate whether the adoption of a new building code would be effective, or how cost-effective 
flood proofing measures may be. 
Frequently, a structure that floods many times at a lower-magnitude event can accumulate 
more damage than a single high-magnitude flooding event. The average annualized loss number 
reflects this situation. A structure subject to frequent damage from relatively small events may 
benefit from a non-structural flood mitigation measure.   
4.1.2. Evaluating Cost-Effectiveness of Potential Mitigation Projects 
FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Assistance (HMA) programs all require that projects are cost-effective 
for eligibility. Cost-effectiveness is evaluated through the FEMA Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) 
modules or others that have received FEMA’s prior approval. There are several different BCA 
modules that address flood risk.  
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The depth grids will significantly help with project screening and development. For example, 
areas that are subject to damage by more frequent floods, such as the 10 percent annual 
chance flood, generally make better candidates for meeting the cost-effectiveness requirements 
of HMA programs. Multiple return frequency flood depths for specific properties may also be 
useful in supplementing data required to develop a BCA using FEMA’s BCA flood module, such 
as predicting future losses at different return frequencies in the absence of historical damages. 
Results of the loss estimates in this project may alert community officials and planners to areas 
that merit a full-scale BCA to evaluate cost-effectiveness. The following website provides more 
information on HMA grant programs: https://www.fema.gov/hazard-mitigation-assistance. 
4.2. Comprehensive Planning and Future Land Use Planning  
These datasets can be useful for informing community planning strategies and actions beyond 
hazard mitigation plans and floodplain mapping. The Flood Depth Grid datasets depict different 
types of high-risk areas that could help inform land use and comprehensive planning decisions 
to guide development to areas away from flooding potential. Additionally, communities can use 
these datasets to revise zoning codes and subdivision regulations to allow only appropriate land 
uses in high-hazard areas.  
Development decisions can also be influenced by information gained from Flood Depth and 
Analysis Grids, which may provide new insight as to the potential flood recurrence and severity 
in a given area. Datasets, such as the Flood Depth and Analysis Grids, show relative risk within 
the mapped floodplain and can be used to make informed site-location decisions when 
floodplain development is proposed. 
4.3. Identifying Priority Acquisition Areas and Areas Unsuitable for Development 
Areas where acquisition is a feasible and appropriate option can be determined by using past 
flooding information, such as flood claims, along with estimated flood depths. Properties that 
have been flooded in the past and have experienced or are expected to experience 3 feet or 
more of flooding depths are likely candidates for property acquisition. A summary of properties 
with significant estimated flood losses and higher flooding depths, some of which may have a 
history of repetitive loss and flood claims, is presented in Table 4. These may be candidates for 
acquisitions, and the spatial data can be used to locate clusters of high-risk structures. Figure 5 
is an example of estimated annual losses mapped by subwatershed. Negative elevation values 
represent structures in which the flood depth is below the first floor elevation. Damage to the 
foundation, crawl space or basement can still occur if the flood depth does not reach the first 
floor. See Section 2.4.2 for an explanation of how Building Cost was populated.   
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Table 4. Assessment of Properties at Risk of Flooding 
Flood Height 
Above First Floor 
Elevation (FFE) 
Number 
of 
Structures 
1% Flood 
Damages 
Building Cost 
Below -2 feet 117 $159,580  $11,217,657  
-2 - 0 feet 217 $2,111,950  $24,441,786  
0.01 - 0.5 feet 57 $1,289,570  $5,078,760  
0.51 - 1 feet 36 $955,560  $3,137,554  
1.01 - 1.5 feet 16 $631,830  $1,366,563  
1.51 - 2 feet 15 $1,729,380  $2,654,602  
2.01 - 3 feet 12 $737,520  $1,104,498  
3.01 - 4 feet 8 $998,070  $997,399  
4.01 – 5.25 feet 3 $76,650  $144,518  
Grand Total 481 $8,690,110  $50,143,337  
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Figure 5. Estimated annualized losses by subwatershed 
4.4. Building Code Requirements 
The risk assessment data can help building officials, property owners, and developers 
understand the elevation requirements for specific sites according to local flood damage 
prevention ordinances and/or building codes. It also improves the ability to identify areas where 
higher building code requirements or the use of flood-resilient designs and construction 
materials would reduce risk.  
4.5. Community Investment (Capital Improvement Planning)  
Flood risk data can also be used to inform community budgets and capital expenditures 
including infrastructure, such as drainage system upgrades, road upgrades, etc. If a community 
is evaluating road maintenance or repair needs or developing new infrastructure in previously 
undeveloped area (e.g., new roads, water, and sewer services), the community can consult the 
depth grids for multi-frequency flood events to determine appropriate construction standards. 
For example, knowing the depth of flooding from multi-frequency flood events at various 
locations could influence siting of future infrastructure. These datasets could also help guide 
strategic infrastructure investment and the resulting future land use in rapidly growing areas. 
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4.6. Floodplain Management and Community Rating System  
Flood risk data can be used to justify an investment in resources for managing the risk through 
programs such as the FEMA Community Rating System (CRS), which provides financial 
incentives for participation. The CRS program gives credit points to many of these types of 
activities, including public information and flood damage reduction activities (e.g., floodplain 
management planning, acquisition/relocation of flood-prone properties, and flood protection 
projects. Each accumulation of 500 credit points improves a community’s CRS class rating and 
results in a greater premium reduction for all the community’s National Flood Insurance 
Program (NFIP) policy-holders (National Flood Insurance Program Community Rating System, 
2018). 
Flood Risk Assessments show details of potential future flood losses of critical facilities using 
Hazus. If the community used this information and determined the need to adopt a more 
stringent flood protection standard for critical facilities, they could receive CRS credit points 
after implementing new standards.  
Additional CRS credit is available for communities that develop a public information strategy 
and make a special effort to contact residents and property owners in the hazardous areas. To 
obtain this credit, communities collect or prepare fact sheets and case studies, hold special 
events such as flood awareness week, give workshops to nonprofit organizations, professional 
associations, or the general public, or conduct other similar activities. Additional information on 
the CRS program can be obtained from the state NFIP coordinating agency or community 
floodplain administrator (CNAI Handbook, p. 68) or at the FEMA website 
(https://www.fema.gov/national-flood-insurance-program-community-rating-system) 
4.7. Public Outreach  
Education and outreach is needed to inform the general public, property owners, decision-
makers, design professionals, educators, and developers about their community’s hazards and 
to promote mitigation. By continually communicating with and engaging the public on flood risk 
issues, citizens can be more aware of the risks they face, what they can do about their risks, and 
actions the community is taking to reduce risks. A public outreach plan can include in-person 
meetings, a public information website, information fact sheets, and other planning resources. 
The structure-specific risk assessment provides data in a convenient format for mailing 
property-specific risk profiles that communicate the risk that each property owner faces.   
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Figure 6 shows an example of the data available. Engaging the public builds support necessary 
to further identify and fund more active types of mitigation projects. 
 
Figure 6. Example of the information available for a structure 
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5. Conclusion 
A variety of flood risk products have been produced for the Poplar Creek watershed study area. 
Flood risk assessment data consist of estimated losses for the 10%, 4%, 2%, 1%, and 0.2% 
annual chance flood events and the average annualized losses calculated from these results. 
Also included are depth grids for the modeled flood events, as well as analysis grids that reflect 
the chance of flooding each year and the chance of flooding over a 30-year period. Using this 
information, planners and officials can identify where risk-reduction efforts may produce the 
highest return on investment. This can inform policy decisions about which mitigation actions 
are pursued and how they are prioritized. The information may also provide a baseline against 
which to evaluate loss reduction upon future updates or changes. 
These data can also enhance the understanding and visualization of where floods will occur and 
the degree of risk that exists from flooding within the mapped floodplain. This information can 
be useful for identifying vulnerability in terms of flood severity and frequency of occurrence, 
support for enhancing the existing building code, or providing data needed for a Benefit Cost 
Analysis for mitigation projects. Provided with this robust information, communities can make 
more informed decisions, formulate strategies for reducing losses from flooding, and support 
project funding decisions. Although historically most emphasis has been placed on whether a 
property was “in or out” of the 1% annual chance floodplain, communities will now be able to 
see the significant variation of risk to properties within the entire mapped floodplain, facilitating 
the strategic reduction of flood losses. 
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Appendix B. Survey Forms Sample
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Structure 
Number
Parcel Number Address Stream
Occupancy Classes (Table 
3.2 Classes (pg. 9 Hazus) :
1) Residential
2) Commercial
3) Industrial
4) Agriculture
5) Religion/Non/Profit
6) Government
7) Education
Occupancy Sub-Classes 
(Use Sub Class ID Table)
2) COM . . .
3) IND . . .
4) AGR . . .
5) REL . . . 
6) GOV . . .
7) EDU . . . 
Foundation Type (Table 
3.11 page 8 Hazus): 
1) Pile
2) Pier (or post and beam)
3) Solid Wall
4) Basement (or Garden
Level)
5) Crawlspace
6) Fill
7) Slab
First Floor Elev
(Feet, NAVD 88)
Low Entry Elev.
(Feet, NAVD88)
Typical Ground 
Elev. Low Entry 
(Feet, NAVD 88)
Number 
of 
Stories
Building 
Materials
F.F.
Photo 
No's
L.E.
Photo 
No's
Waypoint 
No's
Garage
(Feet, 
NAVD 88) 
Garage Type
A = Attached, 
D = Detached 
Comments
1 0625200024 333 HAMMOND AVE Poplar Creek 713.10 713.10 711.65 3674 3674 1
2 0625200023 399 HAMMOND AVE Poplar Creek 715.88 713.35 715.88 3673 3673 2
3 0625200025 1050 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 0 0 3 Open sided building of #4
4 0625200025 1050 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 709.53 709.53 709.53 3663 3663 4
5 0625200025 1050 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 710.32 710.32 3664 3664 5 710.32 A
6 0625200025 1050 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 710.33 710.33 719.61 3662 3662 6
7 0625200025 1050 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 712.26 712.26 711.51 3661 3661 7
8 0 1017 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 715.33 712.32 711.55 3654 3655 8 711.30 D
9 0625200047 1019 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 715.10 712.92 712.45 3656 3657 9
10 0625200047 1021 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 711.42 3658 3658 10 711.42 A 709.35 Shed
11 0625200047 1021 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 3659 3659 11 706.12 Barn Door 
12 0625200047 1021 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 710.81 710.81 706.96 3660 3660 12
13 0625226004 999 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 713.09 710.40 709.54 3665 3666 13
14 0625226003 995 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 714.07 710.98 710.49 3667 3668 14
15 0625226002 993 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 715.63 712.80 711.34 3669 3670 15
16 0625226006 501 HAMMOND AVE Poplar Creek 715.52 712.47 711.99 3671 3672 16
17 0624484003 961 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 722.67 719.96 717.04 3675 3676 17 717.04 D
18 0624484002 957 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 722.02 714.11 3677 3678 18 714.11 A
19 0624484018 955 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 721.21 712.91 712.91 3679 3680 19 713.42 D
20 0624484017 951 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 719.68 711.78 3681 3682 20 711.78 A
20 0624484017 953 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 719.68 711.78 3681 3682 20 711.78 A
21 0624480008 933 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 718.82 710.67 710.67 3684 3683 21
22 0624480007 929 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 717.11 714.50 712.99 3685 3686 22 712.99 D
23 0624480006 925 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 716.36 713.23 711.82 3687 3688 23 711.82
24 0624480005 919 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 713.87 706.07 706.07 3689 3690 24
25 0624480004 915 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 714.88 706.49 3691 3692 25
25 0624480004 917 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 714.88 706.49 3691 3692 25
26 0624480003 911 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 714.85 711.55 710.55 3693 3694 26 712.38 A
27 0624480001 901 ST CHARLES ST Poplar Creek 716.69 714.08 712.81 3695 3696 27 712.66 D
28 0624480009 599 DIXON AVE. Poplar Creek 715.50 712.86 712.34 3697 3698 28 711.62 A
29 0624480010 906 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 715.29 712.29 3699 3700 29 712.38 D
30 0624480011 910 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 714.73 711.39 711.03 3708 3709 30 711.62 D
31 0624480012 914 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 714.79 712.37 711.34 3710 3711 31 711.34 D
32 0624480013 916 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 713.27 709.37 707.82 3712 3713 32 707.82 D
33 0624480014 920 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 713.05 710.49 710.09 3714 3715 33
34 0624480015 924 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 712.57 710.14 709.81 3726 3727 34 709.81 D
35 0624480016 926 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 713.30 709.57 709.57 3728 3729 35 709.57 D
36 0624484008 511 ELGIN AVE Poplar Creek 714.58 711.16 710.96 3732 3733 36
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Structure 
Number
Parcel Number Address Stream
Occupancy Classes (Table 
3.2 Classes (pg. 9 Hazus) :
1) Residential
2) Commercial
3) Industrial
4) Agriculture
5) Religion/Non/Profit
6) Government
7) Education
Occupancy Sub-Classes 
(Use Sub Class ID Table)
2) COM . . .
3) IND . . .
4) AGR . . .
5) REL . . . 
6) GOV . . .
7) EDU . . . 
Foundation Type (Table 
3.11 page 8 Hazus): 
1) Pile
2) Pier (or post and beam)
3) Solid Wall
4) Basement (or Garden
Level)
5) Crawlspace
6) Fill
7) Slab
First Floor Elev
(Feet, NAVD 88)
Low Entry Elev.
(Feet, NAVD88)
Typical Ground 
Elev. Low Entry 
(Feet, NAVD 88)
Number 
of 
Stories
Building 
Materials
F.F.
Photo 
No's
L.E.
Photo 
No's
Waypoint 
No's
Garage
(Feet, 
NAVD 88) 
Garage Type
A = Attached, 
D = Detached 
Comments
37 0624484009 950 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 711.72 709.80 709.46 3730 3731 37 709.46 D
38 0624484010 954 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 713.16 710.33 3734 3735 38 709.47 D
39 0624484011 958 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 713.65 710.54 3744 3745 39 709.99 D
40 0624484012 962 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 712.83 710.59 3746 3747 40 709.65 D
41 0624484013 966 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 714.46 711.21 3748 3749 41 710.86 D
42 0624484014 976 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 714.29 711.53 3750 3751 42 710.91 D
43 0624485007 975 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 709.87 708.65 708.65 3755 3756 43 708.85 D
44 0624485006 971 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 713.02 709.71 708.96 3752 3754 44
45 0624485005 969 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 712.33 710.23 710.23 3742 3743 45 No Access to Detached Garage
46 0624485003 959 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 712.83 710.03 3740 3741 46 710.50 D
47 0624485002 955 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 713.10 710.56 3738 3739 47 709.65 D
48 0624485001 951 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 713.78 3736 3737 48 710.05 A
49 0624481008 931 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 713.05 710.67 3724 3725 49 709.95 D
50 0624481007 925 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 712.99 710.32 709.29 3722 3723 50 709.97 D
51 0624481006 921 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 712.72 710.53 3720 3721 51 709.84 D
52 0624481005 919 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 713.44 711.32 3718 3719 52 710.44 D
53 0624481004 915 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 714.89 712.17 3716 3717 53 712.05 D
54 0624481003 911 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 717.43 713.79 712.79 3706 3707 54
55 0624481002 903 S LIBERTY ST Poplar Creek 716.66 713.58 712.43 3704 3705 55
56 0624481001 603 DIXON AVE Poplar Creek 713.63 712.92 712.28 3701 3702 56 712.28 A
57 0624481009 645 DIXON AVE Poplar Creek 713.20 713.20 3703 3703 57 711.97 A
58 0624481010 904 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 713.78 711.52 711.52 3796 3797 58
59 0624481011 910 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 713.77 711.11 3794 3795 59 711.29 D
60 0624481012 912 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 712.78 710.58 710.58 3781 3782 60 710.40 D
61 0624481013 918 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 713.42 711.11 3779 3780 61 711.20 D
62 0624481014 922 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 713.55 711.34 3777 3778 62 710.37 D
63 0624481015 926 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 712.25 710.38 710.38 3775 3776 63
64 0624485009 621 ELGIN AVE Poplar Creek 712.78 709.42 3767 3768 64 709.08 A
65 0624485010 954 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 712.09 709.16 707.80 3765 3766 65 707.80 D
66 0624485011 958 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 711.43 708.24 708.24 3763 3764 66 708.04 D
67 0624482009 900 LAVOIE AVE Poplar Creek 3800 3800 67 713.12 D
68 0624482002 659 DIXON AVE Poplar Creek 714.41 712.77 712.47 3801 3802 68 713.18 A
69 0624482001 653 DIXON AVE Poplar Creek 713.31 710.12 710.12 3798 3799 69 711.93 A
70 0624482003 911 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 713.92 711.65 3792 3793 70 711.20 A
71 0624482004 915 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 713.30 711.47 711.15 3790 3791 71 711.45 D
72 0624482005 917 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 713.66 712.96 712.01 3788 3789 72 712.17 A
73 0624482006 921 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 713.93 711.73 711.73 3784 3785 73
74 0624482007 925 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 714.68 712.57 3783 3786 74 712.60 D
75 0624482008 650 ELGIN AVE Poplar Creek 712.47 711.13 711.13 3773 3774 75 712.25 A
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Structure 
Number
Parcel Number Address Stream
Occupancy Classes (Table 
3.2 Classes (pg. 9 Hazus) :
1) Residential
2) Commercial
3) Industrial
4) Agriculture
5) Religion/Non/Profit
6) Government
7) Education
Occupancy Sub-Classes 
(Use Sub Class ID Table)
2) COM . . .
3) IND . . .
4) AGR . . .
5) REL . . . 
6) GOV . . .
7) EDU . . . 
Foundation Type (Table 
3.11 page 8 Hazus): 
1) Pile
2) Pier (or post and beam)
3) Solid Wall
4) Basement (or Garden
Level)
5) Crawlspace
6) Fill
7) Slab
First Floor Elev
(Feet, NAVD 88)
Low Entry Elev.
(Feet, NAVD88)
Typical Ground 
Elev. Low Entry 
(Feet, NAVD 88)
Number 
of 
Stories
Building 
Materials
F.F.
Photo 
No's
L.E.
Photo 
No's
Waypoint 
No's
Garage
(Feet, 
NAVD 88) 
Garage Type
A = Attached, 
D = Detached 
Comments
76 0624486001 653 ELGIN AVE Poplar Creek 712.27 709.36 3771 3772 76 711.37 A
77 0624486003 959 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 713.39 710.17 3769 3770 77 709.79 D
78 0624486005 969 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 709.58 709.09 3761 3762 78 710.03 D
79 0624486006 971 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 709.39 707.86 3759 3760 79 708.37 D
80 0624486007 977 ILLINOIS AVE Poplar Creek 709.46 3757 3758 80 707.36 D House is condemned
81 0624486013 962 LAVOIE AVE Poplar Creek 716.07 713.36 3803 3804 81 712.77 D
82 0624486016 NEW - SEE 885
83 0624487008 979 LAVOIE AVE Poplar Creek 715.07 712.28 712.28 3807 3808 83 712.37 A
84 0624487015 724 HAMMOND AVE Poplar Creek 717.37 714.45 3809 3810 84 714.12 A
85 0619321056 995 COOKANE AVE Poplar Creek 718.19 717.07 716.11 3811 3812 85 717.36 A
86 0619321047 925 COOKANE AVE Poplar Creek 717.62 717.62 715.92 3813 3814 86 719.69 A
87 0619321012 903 COOKANE AVE Poplar Creek 723.01 718.61 717.26 3815 3816 87 718.13 D
88 0619321013 755 DIXON AVE. Poplar Creek 717.18 717.18 3817 3817 88 716.18 D
89 0619321016 759 DIXON AVE. Poplar Creek 717.36 714.85 714.15 3818 3819 89 714.63 A
90 0619321017 763 DIXON AVE. Poplar Creek 717.18 714.41 713.78 3820 3821 90 713.78 D
91 0619321018 767 DIXON AVE. Poplar Creek 716.80 713.33 712.90 3822 3823 91 713.18 D
92 0619321038 779 DIXON AVE. Poplar Creek 713.31 713.31 3825 3825 92 713.31 A
93 0619313037 774 BLUFF CITY BLV. Poplar Creek 724.21 723.93 723.60 3831 3832 93
94 0619313038 776 BLUFF CITY BLV. Poplar Creek 723.47 721.20 3829 3830 94 721.77 D 722.47 Shed
95 0619321011 779 BLUFF CITY BLV. Poplar Creek 723.92 717.11 716.90 3826 3827 95 722.30 A
96 0619321011 779 BLUFF CITY BLV. Poplar Creek 722.58 3828 3828 96 722.45 A
97 0619313022 796 BLUFF CITY BLV. Poplar Creek 719.03 719.03 3834 3834 97
98.0 0619313023 796 BLUFF CITY BLV. Poplar Creek 720.49 720.49 3835 3835 98
98.1 0619313023 796 BLUFF CITY BLV. Poplar Creek 721.05 721.05 3835 3835 98
98.2 0619313023 796 BLUFF CITY BLV. Poplar Creek 722.00 722.00 3835 3835 98
98.3 0619313023 796 BLUFF CITY BLV. Poplar Creek 722.71 722.71 3835 3835 98
99 0619309018 904 HOUSTON Poplar Creek 3869 3869 99 HIGH
100 0619309025 701 & 703 KIRK AVE. Poplar Creek 720.28 3866 3866 100 719.69 A
101 0619304038 910 & 912 GETTY Poplar Creek 721.54 3867 3868 101
102 0619304035 908 GETTY Poplar Creek 717.21 717.21 716.91 3865 3865 102 717.14 D
103 0619304026 671 KIRK Poplar Creek 716.78 716.78 716.67 3864 3864 103
104 0619304021 653 KIRK Poplar Creek 726.37 717.97 717.97 3862 3863 104
105 0619304020 901 KRAMER ST. Poplar Creek 728.66 726.17 726.17 3860 3861 105 725.69 A
106 0619113055 648 WILLARD AVE. AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 720.81 720.81 720.67 3870 3870 106
107 0619302014 899 JAY Poplar Creek 727.50 718.00 718.00 3935 3936 107 728.04 D
108 0619117026 624 KIRK Poplar Creek 3859 3859 108 723.77 D
109 0619117026 624 KIRK Poplar Creek 728.48 720.10 719.40 3857 3858 109
110 0619117025 616 KIRK Poplar Creek 727.27 725.38 725.38 3855 3856 110 726.07 A
111 0619117017 606 KIRK Poplar Creek 726.55 724.51 724.37 3852 3853 111
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112 0619117024 606 KIRK Poplar Creek 724.06 3851 3851 112 724.74 D
113 0619117014 588 KIRK Poplar Creek 724.09 724.09 723.67 3850 3850 113 723.67 D
114 0619117020 582 KIRK Poplar Creek 724.90 724.90 723.58 3849 3849 114 724.50
115 0619117019 574 KIRK Poplar Creek 728.72 726.74 725.90 3847 3848 115 726.53 A
116 0619117008 924 VILLA ST. Poplar Creek 726.51 726.51 3846 3846 116 726.01 A
117 0619117033 599 RAMONA AVE. Poplar Creek 726.41 723.56 723.06 3875 3876 117
118 0619117027 577 RAMONA AVE. Poplar Creek 732.30 731.53 3877 3878 118 731.22 A
119 0619117021 625 RAMONA AVE. Poplar Creek 723.18 722.03 3873 3874 119 722.03 A
120 0619117032 631 RAMONA AVE. Poplar Creek 720.27 719.39 718.99 3871 3872 120 718.99 A
121 0619113035 633 EDGEBROOK TER. Lord's Park Tributary 731.30 723.12 723.12 3937 3938 121 729.92 D
122 0619113033 623 EDGEBROOK TER. Lord's Park Tributary 730.97 724.67 724.67 3939 3940 122
123 0619113032 617 EDGEBROOK TER. Lord's Park Tributary 731.59 722.82 722.32 3941 3942 123
124 0619113029 603 EDGEBROOK TER. Lord's Park Tributary 732.30 728.88 3943 3944 124
125 0619113053 856 MAY ST. Lord's Park Tributary 732.36 728.11 3945 3946 125
126 0619113052 850 MAY ST. Lord's Park Tributary 735.91 735.91 732.65 3947 3947 126
127 0619113047 545 HARRISON ST. Lord's Park Tributary 736.80 728.09 3948 3949 127
128 0619113056 546 HARRISON ST. Lord's Park Tributary 736.12 727.79 3950 3951 128 733.10 D
129 0619115030 564 LUCILE Lord's Park Tributary 724.66 721.85 3880 3881 129 720.76 A
130 0619115029 560 LUCILE Lord's Park Tributary 725.03 722.97 722.77 3882 3883 130 722.24 D
131 0619115028 552 LUCILE Lord's Park Tributary 725.53 723.03 722.87 3884 3885 131 722.87 D
132 0619115015 546 LUCILE Lord's Park Tributary 728.14 726.29 724.58 3888 3889 132 725.16 A
133 0619115021 557 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 719.91 719.19 718.69 3890 3891 133 718.58 A
134 0619115017 539 ALLER Lord's Park Tributary 722.63 722.63 3898 3898 134 722.63 A
135 0619115023 527 ALLER Lord's Park Tributary 724.17 722.18 722.18 3904 3905 135 722.85 A
136 0619115022 523 ALLER Lord's Park Tributary 726.49 723.91 723.44 3906 3907 136 724.91 A
137 0619115013 515 ALLER Lord's Park Tributary 731.62 729.62 729.62 3908 3909 137 727.62 A
138 0619114002 516 ALLER Lord's Park Tributary 728.01 725.79 725.34 3916 3917 138
139 0619114003 520 ALLER Lord's Park Tributary 726.74 724.27 724.09 3914 3915 139
140 0619114004 524 ALLER Lord's Park Tributary 725.46 723.04 722.84 3912 3913 140
141 0619114005 530 ALLER Lord's Park Tributary 724.05 721.87 721.87 3910 3911 141
142 0619114006 536 ALLER Lord's Park Tributary 723.39 722.42 721.46 3902 3903 142
143 0619114007 540 ALLER Lord's Park Tributary 722.95 721.90 720.79 3899 3900 143
144 0619114008 535 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 721.56 719.49 719.49 3896 3897 144
145 0619113057 554 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 719.92 716.90 716.09 3892 3893 145
146 0619113044 536 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 719.82 717.69 3894 3895 146 717.84 A
147 0619113072 532 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 720.17 719.64 718.64 3933 3934 147 718.42 A
148 0619113071 520 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 720.77 718.79 718.39 3931 3932 148 717.77 A
149 0619114009 515 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 721.75 719.84 719.13 3929 3930 149
150 0619114013 841 BENT Lord's Park Tributary 725.46 723.26 722.83 3918 3919 150
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151 0619114012 GONE
152 0619114012 831 BENT Lord's Park Tributary 723.13 720.87 720.38 3920 3921 152
153 0619114011 505 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 722.03 721.10 721.10 3925 3926 153 721.40 D
154 0619114010 511 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 721.81 719.82 719.82 3927 3928 154
155 0619113073 510 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 722.93 717.87 717.87 0 0 155 (MOBILE HOME)
156 0619113074 823 BENT Lord's Park Tributary 723.71 723.71 721.57 3923 3924 156
157 0619113066 819 BENT Lord's Park Tributary 725.12 723.30 722.64 3922 3922 157 724.63 D
158 0619113075 815 BENT Lord's Park Tributary 726.63 725.14 724.35 3954 3955 158 725.27 D
159 0619108020 477 HARRISON ST. Lord's Park Tributary 730.06 723.68 723.56 0 0 159 724.02 D
160 0619108019 471 HARRISON ST. Lord's Park Tributary 728.74 721.70 0 0 160 722.41 D
161 0619108018 465 HARRISON ST. Lord's Park Tributary 728.41 720.11 720.11 0 0 161 718.74 D
162 0619108017 455 HARRISON ST. Lord's Park Tributary 725.02 725.02 722.54 0 0 162 724.51 A
163 0619108016 445 HARRISON ST. Lord's Park Tributary 725.01 725.01 723.01 0 0 163 724.19 A
164 0619108015 435 HARRISON ST. Lord's Park Tributary 727.24 724.24 722.74 0 0 164 725.28 A
165 0619108033 ? VILLA Lord's Park Tributary 727.94 724.78 723.98 0 0 165 724.51 D ABANDONED
166 0619108029 765 VILLA Lord's Park Tributary 725.52 725.52 725.29 0 0 166
167 0619101035 0 0 167 GONE
168 0619101036 788 VILLA Lord's Park Tributary 725.54 725.54 724.44 0 0 168
169 0619100009 780 VILLA Lord's Park Tributary 724.71 724.71 724.24 0 0 169
170 0619100002 760 VILLA Lord's Park Tributary 726.77 726.77 726.77 0 0 170
171 0619100008 788 VILLA Lord's Park Tributary 726.36 721.24 720.64 0 0 171
172 0619101026 366 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 722.90 722.90 722.90 0 0 172
173 0619101038 370 WILLARD AVE. 723.89 723.89 723.89 4007 4007 173
174 0619103027 371 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.23 725.23 725.23 4005 4005 174
175 0619103028 810 OLIVE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.41 725.41 725.41 4006 4006 175
176 0619101025 360 WILLARD AVE. 723.11 723.11 723.11 4009 4009 176
177 0619103026 353 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 721.12 721.12 721.12 4013 4013 177
178 0619101037 356 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 722.16 722.16 722.16 4010 4010 178
179 0619101009 346 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 722.51 722.51 722.51 4012 4012 179
180 0619102005 345 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 722.74 4014 4014 180 722.52 A
181 0618301043 300 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 724.12 724.12 722.58 4016 4016 181
182 0618301047 290 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 723.58 723.58 722.48 4017 4017 182
183 0618301046 280 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 724.80 724.80 723.73 4018 4018 183
184 0618301047 270 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 724.18 724.18 723.73 4019 4019 184
185.0 0618301048 225 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 722.74 722.74 4020 4020 185 Farthest West Building
185.1 0618301049 225 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 722.90 722.90 4020 4020 185 Detached Garage
185.2 0618301045 225 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 722.24 722.24 4020 4020 185 Detached Garage
185.3 0618302011 225 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 722.42 722.42 4020 4020 185 Farthest East Building
186 0618301048 250 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 723.77 723.77 4021 4021 186
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187 0618301039 158 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 726.45 4022 4022 187 726.15 A 1005
188 0618302069 845 E. CHICAGO ST. Lord's Park Tributary 730.28 4057 4057 188 727.22 A
189 0618302070 811 E. CHICAGO ST. Lord's Park Tributary 730.48 730.48 729.98 4056 4056 189
190 0618300057 812 E. CHICAGO ST. Lord's Park Tributary 731.22 731.22 730.58 4055 4055 190
191 0618300042 810 E. CHICAGO ST. Lord's Park Tributary 735.06 735.06 730.32 4054 4054 191
192 0618301012 745 E. CHICAGO ST. Lord's Park Tributary 731.85 731.85 731.08 4053 4053 192
193 0618301017 719 E. CHICAGO ST. Lord's Park Tributary 728.64 728.64 728.64 4061 4061 193
194 0618300067 765 TERRACE CT. Lord's Park Tributary 752.31 743.14 4064 4065 194
195 0618300026 720 E. CHICAGO ST. Lord's Park Tributary 733.86 733.86 733.86 4058 4058 195 733.86
196 0618300053 721 E. CHICAGO ST. Lord's Park Tributary 735.68 735.68 4060 4060 196 734.58 D Shed
197 0618300079 764 & 774 TERRACE CT. Lord's Park Tributary 744.86 743.85 4062 4063 197
198 0619103024 820 OLIVE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.08 726.28 725.48 3998 3999 198 725.78 D
199 0619104021 804 VILLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 730.87 730.87 730.09 4004 4004 199
200 0613429042 674 LAUREL ST Lord's Park Tributary 727.54 727.54 4024 4024 200 727.14 D
201 0613429042 674 LAUREL ST Lord's Park Tributary 731.88 729.48 4025 4026 201 727.68 D
202 0613429041 670 LAUREL ST Lord's Park Tributary 731.15 728.70 727.88 4027 4028 202 727.88 D
203 0613429040 666 LAUREL ST Lord's Park Tributary 728.56 728.56 4029 4030 203 727.47
204 0613429039 654 LAUREL ST Lord's Park Tributary 731.08 727.88 727.68 4031 4032 204 727.68 A
205 0613429038 644 LAUREL ST Lord's Park Tributary 731.62 729.25 4051 4052 205 728.14 A
206 0613429037 638 LAUREL ST Lord's Park Tributary 732.02 730.32 4049 4050 206 729.10 A
207 0613429036 636 LAUREL ST Lord's Park Tributary 733.97 730.67 729.87 4047 4048 207 730.02 A
208 0613429035 634 LAUREL ST Lord's Park Tributary 735.42 732.75 729.27 4045 4046 208 733.64 A Detached Garage 729.67
209 0613429007 657 EASTVIEW ST Lord's Park Tributary 743.00 734.40 734.18 4072 4073 209 742.23 A
210 0613429008 661 EASTVIEW ST Lord's Park Tributary 739.57 730.47 4070 4071 210 727.22 D
211 0613429009 673 EASTVIEW ST Lord's Park Tributary 737.17 729.19 4068 4069 211 732.05 A
212 0613429053 110 ANITA LN Lord's Park Tributary 730.93 728.19 728.19 4066 4067 212 729.26 D
213 0618302059 876 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 730.78 730.78 727.96 0 0 213 (MOBILE HOME)
214 0618302059 874 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 730.06 730.06 727.09 0 0 214 (MOBILE HOME)
215 0618302059 872 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.91 729.91 727.14 0 0 215 (MOBILE HOME)
216 0618302059 870 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.89 729.89 727.14 0 0 216 (MOBILE HOME)
217 0618302059 868 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.31 729.31 726.49 0 0 217 (MOBILE HOME)
218 0618302059 866 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.16 729.16 725.83 0 0 218 (MOBILE HOME)
219 0618302007 864 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.70 728.70 725.54 0 0 219 (MOBILE HOME)
220 0618302007 862 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.81 728.81 725.51 0 0 220 (MOBILE HOME)
221 0618302007 863 MACKEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.78 728.78 725.93 0 0 221 (MOBILE HOME)
222 0618302007 859 MACKEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.97 728.97 725.70 0 0 222 (MOBILE HOME)
223 0618302007 855 MACKEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.43 728.43 724.99 0 0 223 (MOBILE HOME)
224 0618302007 851 MACKEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.18 727.18 724.16 0 0 224 (MOBILE HOME)
225 0618302007 850 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.23 727.23 723.72 0 0 225 (MOBILE HOME)
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227 0618302007 852 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.14 727.14 724.19 0 0 227 (MOBILE HOME)
228 0618302007 854 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.64 726.64 724.12 0 0 228 (MOBILE HOME)
229 0618302007 856 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.53 727.53 724.69 0 0 229 (MOBILE HOME)
230 0618302007 858 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.08 728.08 725.05 0 0 230 (MOBILE HOME)
231 0618302007 860 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.04 728.04 725.09 0 0 231 (MOBILE HOME)
232 0618302007 851 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.34 726.34 722.94 0 0 232 (MOBILE HOME)
233 0618302007 853 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.57 726.57 724.05 0 0 233 (MOBILE HOME)
234 0618302007 855 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.47 727.47 724.17 0 0 234 (MOBILE HOME)
235 0618302007 857 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.31 727.31 724.38 0 0 235 (MOBILE HOME)
236 0618302007 859 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.90 726.90 724.39 0 0 236 (MOBILE HOME)
237 0618302007 861 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.53 727.53 724.69 0 0 237 (MOBILE HOME)
238 0618302007 863 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.09 728.09 724.83 0 0 238 (MOBILE HOME)
239 0618302007 865 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.08 728.08 725.39 0 0 239 (MOBILE HOME)
240 0618302059 867 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.52 728.52 725.71 0 0 240 (MOBILE HOME)
241 0618302059 869 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.32 728.32 726.01 0 0 241 (MOBILE HOME)
242 0618302059 871 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.19 729.19 726.29 0 0 242 (MOBILE HOME)
243 0618302059 873 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.01 729.01 726.66 0 0 243 (MOBILE HOME)
244 0618302059 875 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.94 729.94 726.99 0 0 244 (MOBILE HOME)
245 0618302059 877 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 730.37 730.37 727.44 0 0 245 (MOBILE HOME)
246 0618302059 879 JOYCE LN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 730.79 730.79 727.85 0 0 246 (MOBILE HOME)
247 0618302059 876 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.95 728.95 726.00 0 0 247 (MOBILE HOME)
248 0618302059 874 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.58 728.58 725.25 0 0 248 (MOBILE HOME)
249 0618302059 872 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.38 727.38 725.22 0 0 249 (MOBILE HOME)
250 0618302059 870 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.90 727.90 724.82 0 0 250 (MOBILE HOME)
251 0618302059 868 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.75 727.75 724.89 0 0 251 (MOBILE HOME)
252 0618302059 866 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.15 728.15 724.95 0 0 252 (MOBILE HOME)
253 0618302059 864 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.83 727.83 724.61 0 0 253 (MOBILE HOME)
254 0618302007 862 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.43 727.43 724.03 0 0 254 (MOBILE HOME)
255 0618302008 860 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.64 727.64 724.24 0 0 255 (MOBILE HOME)
256 0618302008 858 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.16 726.16 723.56 0 0 256 (MOBILE HOME)
257 0618302008 856 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.36 726.36 723.30 0 0 257 (MOBILE HOME)
258 0618302008 854 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.67 725.67 723.10 0 0 258 (MOBILE HOME)
259 0618302008 852 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.50 725.50 723.05 0 0 259 (MOBILE HOME)
260 0618302008 850 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.56 725.56 722.89 0 0 260 (MOBILE HOME)
261 0618302008 851 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.03 725.03 722.80 0 0 261 (MOBILE HOME)
262 0618302008 853 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.39 725.39 723.14 0 0 262 (MOBILE HOME)
263 0618302008 855 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.76 725.76 723.10 0 0 263 (MOBILE HOME)
264 0618302008 857 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.79 726.79 724.16 0 0 264 (MOBILE HOME)
265 0618302008 859 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.59 726.59 723.34 0 0 265 (MOBILE HOME)
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266 0618302008 861 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.32 726.32 722.93 0 0 266 (MOBILE HOME)
267 0618302008 863 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.45 725.45 723.14 0 0 267 (MOBILE HOME)
268 0618302008 865 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.34 726.34 724.14 0 0 268 (MOBILE HOME)
269 0618302008 867 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.32 727.32 724.57 0 0 269 (MOBILE HOME)
270 0618302008 869 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.43 727.43 724.73 0 0 270 (MOBILE HOME)
271 0618302008 871 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.51 727.51 724.63 0 0 271 (MOBILE HOME)
272 0618302008 873 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.54 727.54 724.50 0 0 272 (MOBILE HOME)
273 0618302008 875 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.44 727.44 724.65 0 0 273 (MOBILE HOME)
274 0618302008 877 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.19 728.19 725.30 0 0 274 (MOBILE HOME)
275 0618302008 879 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.48 728.48 725.72 0 0 275 (MOBILE HOME)
276 0618302008 881 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.52 728.52 726.05 0 0 276 (MOBILE HOME)
277 0618302059 880 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 731.33 731.33 727.79 0 0 277 728.65 D (MOBILE HOME)
278 0618302008 883 NANCY ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 730.30 730.30 727.15 0 0 278 (MOBILE HOME)
279 0618302008 880 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.11 728.11 725.48 0 0 279 (MOBILE HOME)
280 0618302008 878 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.49 728.49 725.27 0 0 280 (MOBILE HOME)
281 0618302008 876 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.40 728.40 724.87 0 0 281 (MOBILE HOME)
282 0618302008 874 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.93 727.93 725.08 0 0 282 (MOBILE HOME)
283 0618302008 872 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.51 727.51 724.24 0 0 283 (MOBILE HOME)
284 0618302008 870 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.59 726.59 723.43 0 0 284 (MOBILE HOME)
285 0618302008 868 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.38 726.38 723.47 0 0 285 (MOBILE HOME)
286 0618302008 866 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.76 725.76 722.70 0 0 286 (MOBILE HOME)
287 0618302008 864 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.97 725.97 722.72 0 0 287 (MOBILE HOME)
288 0618302008 862 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.64 725.64 722.77 0 0 288 (MOBILE HOME)
289 0618302008 860 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.80 725.80 722.57 0 0 289 (MOBILE HOME)
290 0618302008 858 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.79 725.79 722.67 0 0 290 (MOBILE HOME)
291 0618302008 856 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.46 725.46 722.60 0 0 291 (MOBILE HOME)
292 0618302008 854 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.17 725.17 722.27 0 0 292 (MOBILE HOME)
293 0618302008 852 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.10 725.10 722.37 0 0 293 (MOBILE HOME)
294 0618302008 850 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.53 725.53 721.94 0 0 294 (MOBILE HOME)
295 0618302010 851 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.40 724.40 722.01 0 0 295 (MOBILE HOME)
296 0618302010 853 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.84 724.84 722.05 0 0 296 (MOBILE HOME)
297 0618302010 855 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.69 725.69 722.27 0 0 297 (MOBILE HOME)
298 0618302010 857 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.62 725.62 722.57 0 0 298 (MOBILE HOME)
299 0618302010 859 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.63 725.63 722.32 0 0 299 (MOBILE HOME)
300 0618302010 861 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.47 725.47 722.40 0 0 300 (MOBILE HOME)
301 0618302010 863 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.79 725.79 722.75 0 0 301 (MOBILE HOME)
302 0618302010 865 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.92 724.92 722.73 0 0 302 (MOBILE HOME)
303 0618302008 867 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.52 726.52 723.35 0 0 303 (MOBILE HOME)
304 0618302008 869 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.86 726.86 723.35 0 0 304 (MOBILE HOME)
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305 0618302008 871 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.72 726.72 723.90 0 0 305 (MOBILE HOME)
306 0618302008 873 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.22 727.22 724.44 0 0 306 (MOBILE HOME)
307 0618302008 875 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.82 727.82 724.76 0 0 307 (MOBILE HOME)
308 0618302008 877 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.06 728.06 725.18 0 0 308 (MOBILE HOME)
309 0618302008 879 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.34 728.34 725.17 0 0 309 (MOBILE HOME)
310 0618302008 881 SUZANNE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.68 728.68 725.52 0 0 310 (MOBILE HOME)
311 0618302010 888 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.04 726.04 722.80 0 0 311 (MOBILE HOME)
312 0618302010 886 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.27 725.27 722.07 0 0 312 (MOBILE HOME)
313 0618302010 884 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.85 725.85 722.41 0 0 313 (MOBILE HOME)
314 0618302010 882 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.97 725.97 722.21 0 0 314 (MOBILE HOME)
315 0618302010 880 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.27 725.27 722.23 0 0 315 (MOBILE HOME)
316 0618302010 878 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.33 725.33 722.19 0 0 316 (MOBILE HOME)
317 0618302010 876 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.22 725.22 722.85 0 0 317 (MOBILE HOME)
318 0618302010 874 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.56 725.56 722.44 0 0 318 (MOBILE HOME)
319 0618302010 872 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.54 725.54 722.71 0 0 319 (MOBILE HOME)
320 0618302010 870 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.16 725.16 722.22 0 0 320 (MOBILE HOME)
321 0618302010 868 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.21 725.21 722.09 0 0 321 (MOBILE HOME)
322 0618302010 866 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.50 725.50 721.86 0 0 322 (MOBILE HOME)
323 0618302010 864 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.32 724.32 721.61 0 0 323 (MOBILE HOME)
324 0618302010 862 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.85 724.85 721.69 0 0 324 (MOBILE HOME)
325 0618302010 860 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.40 724.40 721.49 0 0 325 (MOBILE HOME)
326 0618302010 858 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.96 724.96 721.66 0 0 326 (MOBILE HOME)
327 0618302010 856 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.96 724.96 721.64 0 0 327 (MOBILE HOME)
328 0618302010 854 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.84 724.84 721.22 0 0 328 (MOBILE HOME)
329 0618302010 852 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 723.99 723.99 721.35 0 0 329 (MOBILE HOME)
330 0618302010 850 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.47 724.47 720.93 0 0 330 (MOBILE HOME)
331 0618302010 887 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.50 725.50 721.97 0 0 331 (MOBILE HOME)
332 0618302010 885 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.43 725.43 721.95 0 0 332 (MOBILE HOME)
333 0618302010 883 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.29 725.29 721.87 0 0 333 (MOBILE HOME)
334 0618302010 881 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.49 725.49 722.12 0 0 334 (MOBILE HOME)
335 0618302010 879 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.08 725.08 721.97 0 0 335 (MOBILE HOME)
336 0618302010 315 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 722.70 722.70 722.70 0 0 336 (MOBILE HOME)
337 0618302010 867 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.22 724.22 721.66 0 0 337 (MOBILE HOME)
338 0618302010 865 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.88 724.88 721.65 0 0 338 (MOBILE HOME)
339 0618302010 863 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.66 724.66 721.75 0 0 339 (MOBILE HOME)
340 0618302010 861 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.28 725.28 721.74 0 0 340 (MOBILE HOME)
341 0618302010 859 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.03 725.03 721.71 0 0 341 (MOBILE HOME)
342 0618302010 857 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.72 724.72 721.46 0 0 342 (MOBILE HOME)
343 0618302010 855 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.45 724.45 720.98 0 0 343 (MOBILE HOME)
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344 0618302010 853 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 723.67 723.67 720.84 0 0 344 (MOBILE HOME)
345 0618302010 851 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 723.91 723.91 720.86 0 0 345 (MOBILE HOME)
346 0618302010 320 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.03 725.03 721.76 0 0 346 (MOBILE HOME)
347 0618302010 321 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.71 724.71 722.14 0 0 347 (MOBILE HOME)
348 0618302010 320 DAVID Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.86 724.86 721.76 0 0 348 (MOBILE HOME)
349 0619106016 328 DAVID Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.81 724.81 722.05 0 0 349 (MOBILE HOME)
350 0619106016 334 DAVID Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.98 724.98 721.88 0 0 350 (MOBILE HOME)
351 0619106016 340 DAVID Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.36 724.36 721.76 0 0 351 (MOBILE HOME)
352 0619106016 346 DAVID Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.38 725.38 721.98 0 0 352 (MOBILE HOME)
353 0619106016 352 DAVID Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.61 725.61 722.43 0 0 353 (MOBILE HOME)
354 0619106016 358 DAVID Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.49 725.49 722.53 0 0 354 (MOBILE HOME)
355 0619106016 364 DAVID Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.33 725.33 722.57 0 0 355 (MOBILE HOME)
356 0619106016 364 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.36 726.36 723.07 0 0 356 (MOBILE HOME)
357 0619106016 357 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.53 725.53 722.45 0 0 357 (MOBILE HOME)
358 0619106016 351 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.95 725.95 722.96 0 0 358 (MOBILE HOME)
359 0619106016 345 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.03 725.03 722.65 0 0 359 (MOBILE HOME)
360 0619106016 339 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.06 725.06 722.52 0 0 360 (MOBILE HOME)
361 0619106016 333 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.32 725.32 722.03 0 0 361 (MOBILE HOME)
362 0619106016 327 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.25 725.25 722.31 0 0 362 (MOBILE HOME)
363 0619106016 328 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.76 724.76 721.93 0 0 363 (MOBILE HOME)
364 0619106016 334 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.32 725.32 721.94 0 0 364 (MOBILE HOME)
365 0619106016 340 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.30 725.30 722.46 0 0 365 (MOBILE HOME)
366 0619106016 0 0 366 GONE
367 0619106016 352 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.83 725.83 722.61 0 0 367 (MOBILE HOME)
368 0619106016 358 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.47 725.47 722.86 0 0 368 (MOBILE HOME)
369 0619106016 364 JOHN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.75 725.75 722.78 0 0 369 (MOBILE HOME)
370 0619106016 363 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.75 725.75 722.93 0 0 370 (MOBILE HOME)
371 0619106016 357 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.95 725.95 722.77 0 0 371 (MOBILE HOME)
372 0619106016 351 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.49 725.49 722.52 0 0 372 (MOBILE HOME)
373 0619106016 345 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.74 725.74 722.34 0 0 373 (MOBILE HOME)
374 0619106016 339 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.30 725.30 722.29 0 0 374 (MOBILE HOME)
375 0619106016 333 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.49 725.49 722.64 0 0 375 (MOBILE HOME)
376 0618302010 327 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.90 724.90 722.07 0 0 376 (MOBILE HOME)
377 0618302010 321 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.60 724.60 721.92 0 0 377 (MOBILE HOME)
378 0619106016 328 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.34 725.34 722.53 0 0 378 (MOBILE HOME)
379 0619106016 334 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.55 725.55 722.59 0 0 379 (MOBILE HOME)
380 0619106016 340 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.67 725.67 722.89 0 0 380 (MOBILE HOME)
381 0619106016 346 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.56 725.56 722.56 0 0 381 (MOBILE HOME)
382 0619106016 352 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.85 725.85 722.53 0 0 382 (MOBILE HOME)
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383 0619106016 358 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.02 726.02 722.61 0 0 383 (MOBILE HOME)
384 0619106016 364 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.09 726.09 722.92 0 0 384 (MOBILE HOME)
385 0619106016 370 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.81 726.81 723.22 0 0 385 (MOBILE HOME)
386 0619106016 885 JULIE ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.89 725.89 722.27 0 0 386 (MOBILE HOME)
387 0619106016 883 JULIE ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.37 726.37 722.96 0 0 387 (MOBILE HOME)
388 0619106016 881 JULIE ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.31 726.31 723.23 0 0 388 (MOBILE HOME)
389 0619106016 879 JULIE ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.65 726.65 723.50 0 0 389 (MOBILE HOME)
390 0619106016 877 JULIE ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.93 726.93 723.35 0 0 390 (MOBILE HOME)
391 0619106016 875 JULIE ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.86 725.86 723.56 0 0 391 (MOBILE HOME)
392 0619106016 873 JULIE ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.20 727.20 724.16 0 0 392 (MOBILE HOME)
393 0619106016 871 JULIE ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.03 727.03 723.87 0 0 393 (MOBILE HOME)
394 0619106016 869 JULIE ANN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.01 727.01 723.39 0 0 394 (MOBILE HOME)
395 0619106016 867 COLEMAN Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.64 726.64 723.39 0 0 395 (MOBILE HOME)
396 0619105018 401 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.69 725.22 0 0 396 725.22 A (MOBILE HOME)
397 0619105018 ? LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.33 725.36 0 0 397 (MOBILE HOME)
398 0619105018 493 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.66 725.78 0 0 398 725.78 A (MOBILE HOME)
399 0619105018 489 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.74 725.86 0 0 399 725.86 A (MOBILE HOME)
400 0619105018 485 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.76 725.96 0 0 400 725.96 A (MOBILE HOME)
401 0619105018 481 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.57 725.77 0 0 401 725.77 A (MOBILE HOME)
402 0619105018 482 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.71 725.91 0 0 402 725.91 A (MOBILE HOME)
403 0619105018 486 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.81 726.01 0 0 403 726.01 A (MOBILE HOME)
404 0619105018 490 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.92 726.06 0 0 404 726.06 A (MOBILE HOME)
405 0619105018 494 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.58 726.27 0 0 405 726.27 A (MOBILE HOME)
406 0619105018 498 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.79 725.89 0 0 406 725.89 A (MOBILE HOME)
407 0619105018 402 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.21 725.51 0 0 407 (MOBILE HOME)
408 0619105018 408 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.16 725.51 0 0 408 725.51 A (MOBILE HOME)
409 0619106012 873 TED Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.00 726.20 0 0 409 726.20 A (MOBILE HOME)
410 0619106012 879 TED Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.20 726.37 0 0 410 726.37 A (MOBILE HOME)
411 0619106012 885 TED Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.72 726.02 0 0 411 (MOBILE HOME)
412 0619106012 891 TED Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.57 725.89 0 0 412 725.89 A (MOBILE HOME)
413 0619106012 ? TED Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.50 725.25 0 0 413 (MOBILE HOME)
414 0619106012 409 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.00 725.00 0 0 414 725.00 A (MOBILE HOME)
415.0 0619106013 301 & 305 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.52 724.32 3981 3983 415 Main Building
415.1 0619106014 301 & 305 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.89 724.53 3984 3984 415 Storage Building
415.2 0619106015 301 & 305 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.84 724.53 3984 3984 415 Storage Building
415.3 0619106016 301 & 305 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.88 724.53 3984 3984 415 Storage Building
415.4 0619106017 301 & 305 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.01 724.53 3984 3984 415 Storage Building
415.5 0619106018 301 & 305 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.87 725.87 3982 3982 416 Shed
415.6 0619106020 301 & 305 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.18 727.18 3982 3982 416 Shed
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416 0619106004 405 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 721.84 721.57 3980 3980 416
417 0619106012 408 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.44 724.02 0 0 417 (MOBILE HOME)
418 0619106012 414 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.44 724.20 0 0 418 (MOBILE HOME)
419 0619106012 420 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.20 723.89 0 0 419 (MOBILE HOME)
420 0619106012 424 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.32 724.12 0 0 420 (MOBILE HOME)
421 0619106012 430 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.15 724.02 0 0 421 (MOBILE HOME)
422 0619106012 434 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.02 723.72 0 0 422 (MOBILE HOME)
423 0619106012 438 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.92 723.89 0 0 423 (MOBILE HOME)
424 0619106012 442 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.89 723.92 0 0 424 (MOBILE HOME)
425 0619106012 413 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.15 725.29 0 0 425 725.29 A (MOBILE HOME)
426 0619106012 419 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.75 724.98 0 0 426 724.98 A (MOBILE HOME)
427 0619106012 421 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.00 724.96 0 0 427 724.96 A (MOBILE HOME)
428 0619106012 427 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.93 724.85 0 0 428 724.85 A (MOBILE HOME)
429 0619106012 433 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.46 724.62 0 0 429 724.62 A (MOBILE HOME)
430 0619106012 437 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.42 724.49 0 0 430 724.49 A (MOBILE HOME)
431 0619106012 441 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.26 724.49 0 0 431 724.49 A (MOBILE HOME)
432 0619106012 896 CARMELLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.01 725.41 0 0 432 725.41 A (MOBILE HOME)
433 0619106012 890 CARMELLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.31 725.31 0 0 433 (MOBILE HOME)
434 0619106012 884 CARMELLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.39 725.59 0 0 434 725.59 A (MOBILE HOME)
435 0619106012 880 CARMELLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.22 725.29 0 0 435 (MOBILE HOME)
436 0619106012 882 CARMELLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.11 725.31 0 0 436 (MOBILE HOME)
437 0619105018 423 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.14 725.14 0 0 437 725.14 A (MOBILE HOME)
438 0619105018 417 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.21 725.21 0 0 438 725.21 A (MOBILE HOME)
439 0619105018 414 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.02 724.75 0 0 439 (MOBILE HOME)
440 0619105018 420 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.68 725.01 0 0 440 (MOBILE HOME)
441 0619105018 424 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.89 725.16 0 0 441 725.16 A (MOBILE HOME)
442 0619105018 427 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.30 725.30 0 0 442 725.30 A (MOBILE HOME)
443 0619106012 871 CARMELLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.30 725.35 0 0 443 (MOBILE HOME)
444 0619106012 877 CARMELLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.27 725.47 0 0 444 725.47 A (MOBILE HOME)
445 0619106012 883 CARMELLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.24 725.44 0 0 445 725.44 A (MOBILE HOME)
446 0619106012 889 CARMELLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.66 725.01 0 0 446 (MOBILE HOME)
447 0619106012 895 CARMELLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.21 724.96 0 0 447 (MOBILE HOME)
448 0619106012 886 TORRI Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.58 725.01 0 0 448 725.01 A (MOBILE HOME)
449 0619106012 878 TORRI Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.79 724.94 0 0 449 724.94 A (MOBILE HOME)
450 0619106012 872 TORRI Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.57 725.67 0 0 450 725.67 A (MOBILE HOME)
451 0619105018 435 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.20 725.05 0 0 451 (MOBILE HOME)
452 0619105018 433 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.60 725.60 0 0 452 725.60 A (MOBILE HOME)
453 0619105018 430 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.01 725.54 0 0 453 725.54 A (MOBILE HOME)
454 0619105018 434 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.05 725.46 0 0 454 725.46 A (MOBILE HOME)
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455 0619105018 438 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.11 725.58 0 0 455 (MOBILE HOME)
456 0619105002 339 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 723.07 723.07 4002 4002 456
457 0619105004 363 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.08 723.23 4001 4001 457 723.23 A
458 0619105005 375 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.67 725.67 724.67 4000 4000 458 724.67 A
459 0619105006 385 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.74 726.74 723.77 0 0 459 (MOBILE HOME)
460 0619105006 381 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.00 726.00 723.02 0 0 460 (MOBILE HOME)
461 0619105008 393 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.18 726.18 723.82 0 0 461 (MOBILE HOME)
462 0619105008 395 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.45 726.45 723.47 0 0 462 (MOBILE HOME)
463 0619105008 397 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.10 726.10 722.97 0 0 463 (MOBILE HOME)
464 0619105008 401 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.47 725.47 722.54 0 0 464 (MOBILE HOME)
465 0619105009 403 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.91 725.91 722.76 0 0 465 (MOBILE HOME)
466 0619105009 407 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.42 726.42 723.28 0 0 466 (MOBILE HOME)
467 0619105010 411 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.34 726.34 723.25 0 0 467 (MOBILE HOME)
468 0619105010 413 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.13 726.13 723.23 0 0 468 (MOBILE HOME)
469 0619105010 415 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.96 725.96 723.08 0 0 469 (MOBILE HOME)
470 0619105010 417 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.21 726.21 722.68 0 0 470 (MOBILE HOME)
471 0619105011 419 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.45 726.45 723.06 0 0 471 (MOBILE HOME)
472 0619105011 421 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 0 0 472 GONE
473 0619105011 423 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.36 726.36 723.24 0 0 473 (MOBILE HOME)
474 0619105011 425 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.56 726.56 723.29 0 0 474 (MOBILE HOME)
475 0619103004 390 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 722.88 722.88 722.52 3992 3992 475 722.52 A
476 0619103013 838 OLIVER ST. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.37 722.82 3993 3994 476 722.52 A
477 0619103029 830 OLIVER ST. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 724.02 724.02 724.02 3995 3996 477
478 0619103030 824 OLIVER ST. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.39 724.42 724.42 3997 3997 478
479 0619104026 2 OLIVER CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.50 727.50 723.62 0 0 479 (MOBILE HOME)
480 0619104026 4 OLIVER CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.69 727.69 724.32 0 0 480 (MOBILE HOME)
481 0619104026 6 OLIVER CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.42 727.42 724.37 0 0 481 (MOBILE HOME)
482 0619104026 8 OLIVER CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.27 728.27 725.12 0 0 482 (MOBILE HOME)
483 0619104026 1 OLIVER CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.08 726.08 723.17 0 0 483 (MOBILE HOME)
484 0619104026 3 OLIVER CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.32 727.32 732.72 0 0 484 (MOBILE HOME)
485 0619104026 5 OLIVER CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.52 727.52 724.57 0 0 485 (MOBILE HOME)
486 0619104026 7 OLIVER CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.32 728.32 725.12 0 0 486 (MOBILE HOME)
487 0619104010 400 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.48 726.48 722.73 0 0 487 (MOBILE HOME)
488 0619104010 404 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.26 726.26 722.86 0 0 488 (MOBILE HOME)
489 0619104010 408 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.01 727.01 723.78 0 0 489 (MOBILE HOME)
490 0619104010 412 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.21 727.21 724.28 0 0 490 (MOBILE HOME)
491 0619104010 416 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.83 727.83 724.43 0 0 491 (MOBILE HOME)
492 0619104016 418 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.28 729.28 725.58 0 0 492 (MOBILE HOME)
493 0619104016 420 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.66 729.66 723.23 0 0 493 (MOBILE HOME)
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494 0619104016 422 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 3988 3988 494 HIGH
495 0619104016 25 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 3989 3989 495 HIGH
496 0619104016 21 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 3990 3990 496 HIGH
497 0613429036 19 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 3991 3991 497 HIGH
498 0619104026 17 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 731.44 731.44 728.74 0 0 498 (MOBILE HOME)
499 0619104026 15 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 731.49 731.49 728.64 0 0 499 (MOBILE HOME)
500 0619104026 13 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 731.14 731.14 728.24 0 0 500 (MOBILE HOME)
501 0619104026 11 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 730.24 730.24 727.44 0 0 501 (MOBILE HOME)
502 0619104026 7 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.94 729.94 727.24 0 0 502 (MOBILE HOME)
503 0619104026 3 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.41 729.41 726.09 0 0 503 (MOBILE HOME)
504 0619104026 8 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.44 729.44 726.94 0 0 504 (MOBILE HOME)
505 0619104026 10 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 730.40 730.40 727.14 0 0 505 (MOBILE HOME)
506 0619104026 12 HAVERMAN CT. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 731.54 731.54 728.14 0 0 506 (MOBILE HOME)
507 0619104018 848 VILLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 725.33 725.33 3985 3985 507 724.59 A
508 0619104018 848 VILLA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 0 0 508 Same as 507
509 0619105012 427 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.24 726.24 723.44 0 0 509 (MOBILE HOME)
510 0619105013 429 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.74 726.74 723.49 0 0 510 (MOBILE HOME)
511 0619105013 431 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.39 726.39 723.54 0 0 511 (MOBILE HOME)
512 0619105013 433 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.74 726.74 723.56 0 0 512 (MOBILE HOME)
513 0619105013 435 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.01 726.01 723.39 0 0 513 (MOBILE HOME)
514 0619105013 437 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.61 726.61 723.84 0 0 514 (MOBILE HOME)
515 0619105014 439 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.54 726.54 724.04 0 0 515 (MOBILE HOME)
516 0619105014 441 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.59 726.59 724.29 0 0 516 (MOBILE HOME)
517 0619105014 443 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.96 727.96 724.39 0 0 517 (MOBILE HOME)
518 0619105014 445 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.39 728.39 725.29 0 0 518 (MOBILE HOME)
519 0619105015 447 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.46 727.46 724.54 0 0 519 (MOBILE HOME)
520 0619105015 449 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.01 727.01 723.89 0 0 520 (MOBILE HOME)
521 0619105015 451 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.30 727.30 723.89 0 0 521 (MOBILE HOME)
522 0619105015 453 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.44 726.44 723.81 0 0 522 (MOBILE HOME)
523 0619105016 350 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.67 724.56 724.56 3986 3987 523 724.55 A
524 0619105018 440 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.11 725.31 0 0 524 (MOBILE HOME)
525 0619105018 446 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.06 725.21 0 0 525 (MOBILE HOME)
526 0619105018 452 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.73 725.39 0 0 526 725.39 A (MOBILE HOME)
527 0619105018 458 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.06 725.04 0 0 527 725.04 A (MOBILE HOME)
528 0619105018 464 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.83 725.01 0 0 528 (MOBILE HOME)
529 0619105018 470 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.41 724.72 0 0 529 724.72 A (MOBILE HOME)
530 0619105018 476 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 0 0 530 GONE
531 0619105018 482 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 0 0 531 GONE
532 0619105018 488 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 0 0 532 GONE
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533 0619105018 494 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.62 724.94 0 0 533 (MOBILE HOME)
534 0619105018 500 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.38 725.24 0 0 534 (MOBILE HOME)
535 0619106012 889 TORRI Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.49 724.53 0 0 535 724.53 A (MOBILE HOME)
536 0619106012 885 TORRI Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.49 724.74 0 0 536 724.74 A (MOBILE HOME)
537 0619106012 881 TORRI Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.67 724.77 0 0 537 724.77 A (MOBILE HOME)
538 0619106012 877 TORRI Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.16 725.36 0 0 538 725.36 A (MOBILE HOME)
539 0619106012 873 TORRI Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.02 725.34 0 0 539 725.34 A (MOBILE HOME)
540 0619105018 445 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.96 725.46 0 0 540 725.46 A (MOBILE HOME)
541 0619105018 449 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.34 725.05 0 0 541 (MOBILE HOME)
542 0619105018 455 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.83 725.25 0 0 542 725.25 A (MOBILE HOME)
543 0619106012 872 LISA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.48 724.81 0 0 543 724.81 A (MOBILE HOME)
544 0619106012 876 LISA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.15 724.48 0 0 544 724.48 A (MOBILE HOME)
545 0619106012 880 LISA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.15 724.25 0 0 545 724.25 A (MOBILE HOME)
546 0619106012 884 LISA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.97 724.05 0 0 546 724.05 A (MOBILE HOME)
547 0619106012 887 LISA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.92 724.24 0 0 547 (MOBILE HOME)
548 0619106012 881 LISA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.27 724.25 0 0 548 (MOBILE HOME)
549 0619106012 877 LISA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.75 724.25 0 0 549 724.25 A (MOBILE HOME)
550 0619106012 873 LISA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.73 724.45 0 0 550 724.45 A (MOBILE HOME)
551 0619105018 467 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.21 724.91 0 0 551 (MOBILE HOME)
552 0619105018 473 LUCILLE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.04 724.24 0 0 552 724.24 A (MOBILE HOME)
555 0619105018 Lord's Park Tributary/NP 0 0 555 GONE
556 0619106013 874 RODNEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.13 724.00 0 0 556 (MOBILE HOME)
557 0619106013 878 RODNEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.10 723.75 0 0 557 723.75 A (MOBILE HOME)
558 0619106013 882 RODNEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.98 723.72 0 0 558 (MOBILE HOME)
559 0619106013 Lord's Park Tributary/NP 0 0 559 GONE
560 0619106013 889 RODNEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.27 723.72 0 0 560 723.72 A (MOBILE HOME)
561 0619106013 885 RODNEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.04 724.44 0 0 561 (MOBILE HOME)
562 0619106013 881 RODNEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.17 724.27 0 0 562 724.27 A (MOBILE HOME)
563 0619106013 877 RODNEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.06 724.34 0 0 563 724.34 A (MOBILE HOME)
564 0619105018 863 RODNEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.64 723.64 0 0 564 (MOBILE HOME)
565 0619105018 864 BEULAH Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.84 725.84 0 0 565 725.84 A (MOBILE HOME)
566 0619106013 872 BEULAH Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.14 726.20 0 0 566 (MOBILE HOME)
567 0619106013 878 BEULAH Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.82 725.82 0 0 567 725.82 A (MOBILE HOME)
568 0619106013 882 BEULAH Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.57 725.60 0 0 568 725.60 A (MOBILE HOME)
569 0619106013 886 BEULAH Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.20 725.28 0 0 569 725.28 A (MOBILE HOME)
570 0619106013 889 BEULAH Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.99 725.43 0 0 570 (MOBILE HOME)
571 0619106013 885 BEULAH Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.40 726.55 0 0 571 725.55 A (MOBILE HOME)
572 0619106013 875 BEULAH Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.56 726.55 0 0 572 (MOBILE HOME)
573 0619106013 516 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.98 727.20 0 0 573 727.20 A (MOBILE HOME)
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574 0619106013 529 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 730.93 728.05 0 0 574 (MOBILE HOME)
575 0619106013 523 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 730.35 727.05 0 0 575 (MOBILE HOME)
576 0619106013 517 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.45 726.60 0 0 576 (MOBILE HOME)
577 0619106013 511 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.16 726.13 0 0 577 726.13 A (MOBILE HOME)
578 0619106013 505 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.67 725.78 0 0 578 725.78 A (MOBILE HOME)
579 0619106013 499 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.10 725.43 0 0 579 725.43 A (MOBILE HOME)
580 0619106013 493 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.33 724.58 0 0 580 724.58 A (MOBILE HOME)
581 0619106013 487 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.92 724.22 0 0 581 (MOBILE HOME)
582 0619106013 481 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.40 723.78 0 0 582 723.78 A (MOBILE HOME)
583 0619106013 488 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.61 723.62 0 0 583 723.62 A (MOBILE HOME)
584 0619106013 494 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.70 723.32 0 0 584 (MOBILE HOME)
585 0619106013 500 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.47 724.50 0 0 585 724.50 A (MOBILE HOME)
586 0619106013 506 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.87 724.85 0 0 586 724.85 A (MOBILE HOME)
587 0619106013 512 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.34 725.19 0 0 587 725.19 A (MOBILE HOME)
588 0619106013 516 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 728.92 725.82 0 0 588 725.82 A (MOBILE HOME)
589 0619106013 520 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.13 726.13 0 0 589 726.13 A (MOBILE HOME)
590 0619106013 524 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.35 726.40 0 0 590 (MOBILE HOME)
591 0619106013 528 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 730.04 727.04 0 0 591 (MOBILE HOME)
592 0619106013 532 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.89 727.19 0 0 592 (MOBILE HOME)
593 0619106012 445 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.37 724.26 0 0 593 724.26 A (MOBILE HOME)
594 0619106012 449 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.16 724.37 0 0 594 724.37 A (MOBILE HOME)
595 0619106012 455 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.08 724.03 0 0 595 724.03 A (MOBILE HOME)
596 0619106012 461 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.75 724.02 0 0 596 724.02 A (MOBILE HOME)
597 0619106012 467 SANDRA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.08 724.08 0 0 597 724.08 A (MOBILE HOME)
598 0619106013 900 RODNEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.62 723.88 0 0 598 723.88 A (MOBILE HOME)
599 0619106013 908 RODNEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.70 723.70 0 0 599 723.70 A (MOBILE HOME)
600 0619106013 916 RODNEY Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.08 722.47 0 0 600 (MOBILE HOME)
601 0619106012 470 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.83 723.82 0 0 601 723.82 A (MOBILE HOME)
602 0619106012 464 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.77 723.72 0 0 602 723.72 A (MOBILE HOME)
603 0619106012 458 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.52 723.32 0 0 603 (MOBILE HOME)
604 0619106012 452 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.49 723.52 0 0 604 (MOBILE HOME)
605 0619106012 446 RAMONA Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.64 724.02 0 0 605 (MOBILE HOME)
606 0619106019 920 VILLA Poplar Creek 727.06 727.06 726.44 3845 3845 606
607 0619106018 932 VILLA Poplar Creek 729.23 729.23 728.59 3844 3844 607
608 0619106014 946, 948, & 950 VILLA Poplar Creek 727.24 727.24 3843 3843 608 727.24 A
609 0619106015 956 VILLA Poplar Creek 728.60 728.60 3841 3841 609 728.60 A
610 0619200006 966 VILLA Poplar Creek 729.43 729.43 3840 3840 610 727.61 A
611 0619200027 640 VARSITY Poplar Creek 728.27 725.17 724.97 3837 3838 611
612 0619200027 640 VARSITY Poplar Creek 725.22 725.22 724.84 3836 3836 612
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613 0619200028 6? VARSITY Poplar Creek 725.30 725.30 3839 3839 613
614 0619200017 ? Poplar Creek 739.85 739.85 739.32 3652 3653 614 SCHOOL
615 0619200017 ? Poplar Creek 739.85 739.85 739.32 3652 3653 615 SCHOOL
625 0620103076 502 THORNDALE Poplar Creek 750.68 750.68 3650 3651 625 750.24 A
626 0620103146 460 & 462 CAMPUS Poplar Creek 751.96 752.29 751.16 3643 3644 626 751.26 A
627 0620103141 457 & 459 CAMPUS Poplar Creek 751.36 751.36 3645 3645 627 750.66 A
628 0620103115 451 & 453 CAMPUS Poplar Creek 751.83 751.83 750.91 3646 3647 628 751.28 A
629 0620103121 415 & 417 CAMPUS Poplar Creek 749.55 749.55 3648 3648 629 748.82 A
630 0620103138 401 & 403 CAMPUS Poplar Creek 752.83 752.83 3649 3649 630 752.10 A
631 0617310047 344 CHAPARRAL CT. Poplar Creek 754.26 754.26 3630 3630 631 753.53 A
632 0617310048 346 CHAPARRAL CT. Poplar Creek 754.26 754.26 3630 3630 632 753.53 A
633 0617310053 370 CHAPARRAL CT. Poplar Creek 754.69 754.69 3631 3631 633 753.99 A
634 0617310054 372 CHAPARRAL CT. Poplar Creek 754.69 754.69 3631 3631 634 753.99 A
635 0617310056 376 CHAPARRAL CT. Poplar Creek 754.69 754.69 3632 3632 635 753.96 A
636 0617310055 378 CHAPARRAL CT. Poplar Creek 754.69 754.69 3632 3632 636 753.96 A
637 0617300044 90 CHESTNUT CT. Poplar Creek 758.09 754.00 752.35 3624 3625 637 756.30 A
638 0617300045 100 CHESTNUT CT. Poplar Creek 757.24 752.70 752.70 3626 3627 638 755.41 A
639 0617301006 75 CHESTNUT CT. Poplar Creek 761.58 3628 3629 639 755.68 A
640 0617404003 2618 CHAPEL HILL Poplar Creek 766.65 756.65 756.15 3616 3617 640 763.85 A
641 0617404004 2631 POPLAR VIEW BEND Poplar Creek 765.10 760.62 759.15 3618 3619 641 762.36 A
642 0617404005 2629 POPLAR VIEW BEND Poplar Creek 763.75 761.77 759.85 3620 3621 642 762.85 A
643 0617404007 2625 POPLAR VIEW BEND Poplar Creek 769.91 759.98 759.98 3622 3623 643 766.88 A
644 0621103008 10 ORCHID CT. Poplar Creek South Branch 776.92 774.96 3516 3517 644
645 0621103009 7 ORCHID CT. Poplar Creek South Branch 776.87 774.46 3514 3515 645
646 0621103010 5 ORCHID CT. Poplar Creek South Branch 776.85 775.15 3512 3513 646
647 0621103012 106 ROSEWOOD Poplar Creek South Branch 776.90 775.65 3510 3511 647
648 0621103013 108 ROSEWOOD Poplar Creek South Branch 776.90 775.40 3508 3509 648
649 0621103015 112 ROSEWOOD Poplar Creek South Branch 776.75 775.55 3506 3507 649
650 0621103016 114 ROSEWOOD Poplar Creek South Branch 776.81 775.15 3504 3505 650
651 0621103017 116 ROSEWOOD Poplar Creek South Branch 776.82 774.95 3502 3503 651
652 0621103018 118 ROSEWOOD Poplar Creek South Branch 776.85 775.45 3500 3501 652
653 0621103019 120 ROSEWOOD Poplar Creek South Branch 777.08 775.85 3498 3499 653
654 0621103020 122 ROSEWOOD Poplar Creek South Branch 776.72 775.32 3496 3497 654
655 0621212004 4 JASMINE CT. Poplar Creek South Branch 778.67 776.32 3494 3495 655
656 0621212005 6 JASMINE CT. Poplar Creek South Branch 778.71 777.27 3492 3493 656
657 0621212006 7 JASMINE CT. Poplar Creek South Branch 778.58 777.82 3490 3491 657
658 0621212011 6 THISTLE CT. Poplar Creek South Branch 778.71 777.86 3484 3485 658 785.26 A
667 0621212012 8 THISTLE CT. Poplar Creek South Branch 778.58 778.01 3486 3487 667 786.31 A
668 0621212013 9 THISTLE CT. Poplar Creek South Branch 778.67 777.86 3488 3489 668 786.11 A
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669 0621215004 157 WILDFLOWER Poplar Creek South Branch 790.00 780.37 779.50 3519 3520 669 785.95 A
670 0621215003 155 WILDFLOWER Poplar Creek South Branch 789.02 779.42 778.65 3521 3522 670 785.26 A
671 0621215002 153 WILDFLOWER Poplar Creek South Branch 788.77 779.27 778.27 3523 3524 671 784.90 A
672 0621215001 151 WILDFLOWER Poplar Creek South Branch 788.85 778.85 778.35 3525 3526 672 784.86 A
673 0621409003 133 WILDFLOWER Poplar Creek South Branch 788.75 783.83 781.88 3527 3528 673 784.75 A
674 0621409002 129 WILDFLOWER Poplar Creek South Branch 788.97 783.95 782.77 3529 3530 674 784.50 A
675 0621205001 113 BITTERSWEET Poplar Creek South Branch 783.93 783.93 3582 3582 675 782.35 A
676 0621202037 114 BITTERSWEET Poplar Creek South Branch 784.34 782.31 782.31 3583 3584 676 782.42 A
677 0621409001 123 WILDFLOWER Poplar Creek South Branch 788.87 784.11 783.17 3531 3532 677 784.40 A
683 0622308034 12 CLOVER CR Poplar Creek South Branch 790.87 782.37 781.37 3580 3581 683 788.90 A
684 0622308033 14 CLOVER CR Poplar Creek South Branch 790.64 782.14 781.14 3578 3579 684 788.74 A
685 0622308032 16 CLOVER CR Poplar Creek South Branch 790.69 782.19 781.23 3576 3577 685 788.76 A
686 0622308031 18 CLOVER CR Poplar Creek South Branch 790.68 782.18 780.68 3574 3575 686 788.73 A
687 0622308030 20 CLOVER CR Poplar Creek South Branch 790.68 782.18 781.58 3572 3573 687 788.71 A
688 0622308029 22 CLOVER CR Poplar Creek South Branch 790.60 782.10 781.53 3570 3571 688 788.73 A
689 0622308028 24 CLOVER CR Poplar Creek South Branch 790.93 782.43 781.63 3568 3569 689 788.84 A
690 0622308027 26 CLOVER CR Poplar Creek South Branch 791.08 782.48 781.68 3566 3567 690 789.18 A
691 0622308004 8 CRESCENT Poplar Creek South Branch 791.14 785.91 785.16 3564 3565 691 789.06 A
692 0622307001 7 CRESCENT Poplar Creek South Branch 791.25 786.05 784.86 3562 3563 692 789.17 A
693 0622110002 399 MADISON Poplar Creek South Branch 789.79 785.23 783.68 3534 3535 693 785.91 A
694 0622110005 393 MADISON Poplar Creek South Branch 789.78 784.98 783.82 3536 3537 694 787.65 A
695 0622110006 391 MADISON Poplar Creek South Branch 789.99 785.19 783.72 3538 3539 695 787.85 A
696 0622110007 389 MADISON Poplar Creek South Branch 790.02 785.22 783.82 3540 3541 696 787.86 A
697 0622109006 322 EMERALO Poplar Creek South Branch 783.37 781.19 3546 3547 697
698 0622109005 326 EMERALO Poplar Creek South Branch 782.19 780.19 3543 3545 698
699 0622109004 328 EMERALO Poplar Creek South Branch 782.21 780.19 3542 3544 699
700 0622110026 327 EMERALO Poplar Creek South Branch 790.97 784.34 784.34 3560 3561 700 789.33 A
701 0622110024 331 EMERALO Poplar Creek South Branch 791.72 786.92 784.92 3558 3559 701 789.61 A
702 0622110022 335 EMERALO Poplar Creek South Branch 791.72 786.95 784.89 3548 3549 702 789.82 A
703 0622110021 378 MADISON Poplar Creek South Branch 791.92 786.87 784.22 3550 3551 703 790.22 A
704 0622110009 379 MADISON Poplar Creek South Branch 793.37 784.94 784.22 3552 3553 704 791.73 A
705 0622110010 377 MADISON Poplar Creek South Branch 793.78 785.22 784.22 3554 3555 705 791.98 A
706 0622110011 375 MADISON Poplar Creek South Branch 794.30 784.80 783.82 3556 3557 706 792.65 A
707 0622414012 74 WHISPERING DR. Poplar Creek South Branch 788.85 784.35 784.35 3585 3586 707 787.27 A
708 0622414011 80 WHISPERING DR. Poplar Creek South Branch 791.11 785.81 784.90 3587 3588 708 785.49 A
709 0622415009 11 CREEKSIDE CT. Poplar Creek South Branch 787.18 787.18 3589 3589 709 786.31 A
710 0622405015 30 MYRTLE LN. Poplar Creek South Branch 789.48 786.93 786.93 3590 3591 710 787.87 A
711 0627216009 153 -159 WINCHESTER Poplar Creek South Branch 787.57 787.57 786.74 3595 3595 711 786.74 A
712 0622410036 19 JOYCE LN Poplar Creek South Branch 789.36 789.36 3592 3592 712 787.67 A
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713 0622411017 17 JOYCE LN Poplar Creek South Branch 793.85 790.99 787.02 3593 3594 713 792.43 A
714 0623307022 121 CEDER C. Poplar Creek South Branch 786.62 786.06 3597 3596 714
715 0623307023 123 CEDER C. Poplar Creek South Branch 786.56 785.96 3598 3599 715
716 0623304045 704 OLTENDORF Poplar Creek South Branch 792.14 786.54 3600 3601 716 786.59 D
717 0623304044 706 OLTENDORF Poplar Creek South Branch 792.01 786.39 3602 3603 717 790.26 A
720 0623304043 708 OLTENDORF Poplar Creek South Branch 791.45 787.85 787.32 3604 3605 720
721 0623304042 710 OLTENDORF Poplar Creek South Branch 791.04 786.67 3606 3607 721 786.44 D
722 0623304041 712 OLTENDORF Poplar Creek South Branch 790.59 787.58 786.79 3608 3609 722
723 0623304040 714 OLTENDORF Poplar Creek South Branch 790.52 787.67 785.88 3610 3611 723 785.88 D
724 0623304039 800 OLTENDORF Poplar Creek South Branch 790.14 787.34 786.21 3612 3613 724 786.21 D
725 0623304038 802 OLTENDORF Poplar Creek South Branch 790.25 787.21 785.84 3614 3615 725 785.84 D
726 0613300002 ? GARDEN C. NP 802.39 802.39 794.48 3474 3474 726
727 0613317005 425 GARDEN C. NP 794.45 793.93 3472 3473 727 801.48 A
728 0613317004 429 GARDEN C. NP 793.42 792.37 3471 3470 728 800.50 A
729 0613317003 503 GARDEN C. NP 801.06 792.76 791.99 3468 3469 729 799.69 A
730 0613315026 109 HEATHER L. NP 800.33 795.05 795.05 3449 3450 730 798.88 A
732 0613315025 111 HEATHER L. NP 799.04 798.15 797.25 3451 3452 732 797.51 A
733 0613315024 113 HEATHER L. NP 797.77 795.65 795.65 3453 3454 733 796.10 A
734 0613315023 115 HEATHER L. NP 797.49 797.49 3455 3455 734 795.85 A
735 0613315022 117 HEATHER L. NP 795.97 795.97 3456 3456 735 795.29 A
736 0613315021 119 HEATHER L. NP 795.54 3457 3457 736 794.74 A
737 0613315020 121 HEATHER L. NP 796.32 796.32 3458 3458 737 794.95 A
738 0613315019 123 HEATHER L. NP 796.09 795.07 794.14 3459 3460 738 794.42 A
739 0613315018 125 HEATHER L. NP 795.09 794.39 793.89 3461 3462 739 793.84 A
740 0613315017 126 HEATHER L. NP 796.29 796.10 794.66 3463 3464 740 794.75 A
741 0613315016 124 HEATHER L. NP 795.83 794.94 794.74 3465 3466 741 794.34 A
742 0613315015 122 HEATHER L. NP 795.47 795.47 3467 3467 742 794.75 A
743 0613305031 118 GREENMEADOWS BR. NP 798.23 796.98 796.98 3482 3483 743 796.88 A
744 0613307031 115 GREENMEADOWS BR. NP 796.03 795.26 3481 3481 744 796.03 A
745 0613307030 119 GREENMEADOWS BR. NP 797.12 795.33 795.33 3479 3480 745 796.14 A
746 0613307029 123 GREENMEADOWS BR. NP 797.21 795.21 3477 3478 746 797.00 D
747 0613307017 133 GREENMEADOWS BR. NP 798.18 798.01 796.06 3475 3476 747 799.71 D
748 0707300030 1515 N. BARRINGTON Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 788.44 788.44 787.04 1 1 748
749 0707401010 2250 GOLF Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.60 787.45 791.12 2 3 749 787.45 A
750 0717100009 1150 N. WALNUT LN. Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 3333 3333 750 GOLF COURSE BUILDING - NO ACCESS
751 0717100008 1905 & 1915 N. WALNUT LN. Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 791.30 791.30 790.50 3332 3332 751
752 0717102037 1026 & 1036 DENHAM Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 791.89 791.30 3330 3331 752
753 0717102032 1018 & 1024 DENHAM Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 791.40 791.40 3334 3335 753
754 0717117001 1801 & 1817 GOLF Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 794.74 794.74 794.20 3328 3328 754
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755 0717117001 1861 & 1823 GOLF Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 794.74 794.74 3329 3329 755
756 0717110053 1724 & 1726 WESTBRIDGE Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.23 793.33 792.83 3345 3346 756 795.95 A
757 0717110067 1718 & 1720 WESTBRIDGE Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.33 793.63 793.17 3343 3344 757 795.97 A
760 0717110037 1725 GOLF Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 796.84 796.84 795.60 3336 3336 760
761 0717110068 1708 WESTBRIDGE Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 796.21 794.51 794.51 3341 3342 761 795.04 A
762 0717110069 1706 WESTBRIDGE Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 796.21 794.51 794.51 3341 3342 762 795.04 A
763 0717110038 1118 & 1120 SOUTH BRIDGE L. Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 796.89 796.09 795.16 3339 3340 763 795.65 A
764 0717108009 1131 & 1133 SOUTH BRIDGE L. Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.66 797.79 796.79 3337 3338 764 797.14 A
765 0717111033 1070 & 1074 SWEETFLOWER Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.13 795.31 795.31 3347 3348 765 795.37 A
766 0717111035 1071 & 1075 SWEETFLOWER Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 796.84 795.10 795.10 3349 3350 766 795.10 A
767 0717111038 1061 & 1065 SWEETFLOWER Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 796.52 794.82 794.82 3351 3352 767 794.99 A
768 0717111040 1051 & 1055 SWEETFLOWER Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 796.75 795.05 795.05 3353 3354 768 795.47 A
769 0717111042 1041 & 1045 SWEETFLOWER Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.96 795.76 795.76 3355 3356 769 796.16 A
770 0717111044 1031 & 1035 SWEETFLOWER Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.03 796.03 796.03 3357 3358 770 796.31 A
771 0717112009 1011 & 1015 SWEETFLOWER Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.11 794.36 793.71 3359 3360 771 796.41 A
772 0717112011 1001 & 1005 SWEETFLOWER Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 799.23 794.52 793.71 3361 3362 772 797.53 A
773 0717112013 991 & 995 SWEETFLOWER Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 799.19 794.31 793.66 3363 3364 773 797.49 A
774 0717112015 981 & 985 SWEETFLOWER Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 799.64 794.78 794.36 3365 3366 774 797.94 A
775 0717112004 1000 HARMON Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.84 795.55 795.55 3379 3380 775 796.12 A
776 0717112003 1010 HARMON Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.96 795.89 795.89 3377 3378 776 795.36 A
777 0717112002 1020 HARMON Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 796.60 794.99 794.99 3375 3376 777 795.08 A
778 0717112001 1030 HARMON Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 796.36 794.80 794.27 3373 3374 778 794.69 A
779 0717111002 1640 BULRUSH Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 802.70 797.38 794.83 3367 3368 779 795.34 A
780 0717111001 1060 HARMON Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 800.81 794.91 3369 3370 780 794.08 A
781 0717111050 1180 & 1184 HARMON Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.88 795.78 795.78 3371 3372 781 796.38 A
782 0717113001 965 HARMON Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 799.53 796.84 3381 3382 782 797.66 A
783 0717113014 1574 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.47 795.50 795.50 3383 3384 783 796.32 A
784 0717212004 1561 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.45 795.36 795.36 3385 3386 784 795.66 A
785 0717212005 1551 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 787.82 786.32 786.32 3387 3388 785 786.08 A
786 0717212006 1541 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 788.43 786.73 786.73 3389 3390 786 786.80 A
787 0717212007 1531 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 789.22 787.00 787.00 3391 3392 787 787.57 A
788 0717216010 1555 CREEKSIDE Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 799.44 797.14 797.14 3441 3442 788 797.86 A
789 0717216009 1545 CREEKSIDE Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 799.03 797.21 797.21 3439 3440 789 797.74 A
790 0717216008 1535 CREEKSIDE Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.68 796.44 796.44 3437 3438 790 797.33 A
791 0717216007 1525 CREEKSIDE Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 799.01 796.51 796.51 3435 3436 791 797.31 A
792 0717216006 1515 CREEKSIDE Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 799.01 796.74 796.74 3433 3434 792 797.63 A
793 0717216005 1505 CREEKSIDE Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.77 797.41 796.56 3431 3432 793 797.21 A
794 0717216002 1495 CREEKSIDE Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.99 797.81 796.81 3429 3430 794 797.62 A
795 0717211014 1145 WOODCREEK Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 799.66 797.60 796.71 3427 3428 795 796.61 A
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796 0717213019 1405 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.79 796.58 796.58 3397 3398 796 796.08 A
797 0717213018 1415 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.98 796.09 796.09 3399 3400 797 796.23 A
798 0717213017 1425 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.88 795.84 795.84 3401 3402 798 796.01 A
799 0717213016 1435 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.68 795.78 795.78 3403 3404 799 796.11 A
800 0717213015 1445 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.18 795.78 795.78 3405 3406 800 796.76 A
801 0717213014 1455 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 796.75 794.38 794.38 3407 3408 801 794.97 A
802 0717213013 1465 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.23 793.41 792.11 3409 3410 802 795.37 A
803 0717213012 1475 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.98 795.96 795.96 3411 3412 803 796.31 A
804 0717213011 1485 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 799.01 796.00 796.00 3413 3414 804 797.30 A
805 0717212013 1471 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 799.29 797.22 797.22 3395 3396 805 797.51 A
806 0717212014 1461 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.81 795.45 795.45 3393 3394 806 797.02 A
807 0717212015 1460 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.01 795.56 795.46 3417 3418 807 795.23 A
808 0717212016 1470 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.54 795.96 795.51 3415 3416 808 795.87 A
809 0717212017 1480 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.45 796.42 796.42 3419 3420 809 796.78 A
810 0717213006 1535 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.50 795.15 795.15 3421 3422 810 795.76 A
811 0717213005 1545 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 797.68 794.65 794.65 3423 3424 811 796.34 A
812 0717213004 1555 CROWFOOT Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.43 796.37 796.37 3425 3426 812 796.71 A
813 0717400033 660 DOWNEY Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.49 796.69 794.88 3447 3448 813 796.87 A
814 0717400034 661 DOWNEY Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.07 796.66 794.68 3445 3446 814 796.12 A
815 0717400035 662 DOWNEY Poplar Creek Schaumburg Branch 798.26 795.03 795.03 3443 3444 815 795.90 A
817 0707100028 2525 HIGGINS Poplar Creek East Branch 787.12 787.12 786.42 3316 3316 817
818 0707100029 2475 HIGGINS Poplar Creek East Branch 787.05 787.05 785.62 3315 3315 818
819 0706201003 2305 PEMBROKE Poplar Creek East Branch 792.69 17 17 819 792.12 A
820 0706200012 2280 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 793.32 793.32 792.62 8 8 820
821 0706200012 2200 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 793.85 793.85 793.42 4 4 821
822 0706200012 2150 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 793.30 793.30 792.44 5 5 822
823 0706200012 2140 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 792.95 792.95 792.73 6 6 823
824 0706200012 2030 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 794.23 794.23 793.20 9 9 824
825 0706200012 2020 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 794.33 794.33 793.42 11 11 825
826 0706200012 2040 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 794.52 794.52 794.09 10 10 826
827 0706200012 2050 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 794.47 794.47 793.54 15 15 827
828 0706200012 2060 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 794.51 794.51 794.11 14 14 828
829 0706200012 2010 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 794.21 794.21 793.76 12 12 829
830 0706200012 2000 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 794.16 794.16 793.65 13 13 830
831 0706200012 2130 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 796.95 795.22 795.22 7 16 831
832 0708108006 1760 & 1778 HASSEL RD Poplar Creek East Branch 796.32 795.79 22 22 832
833 0705102001 2002 PARKVIEW C. W. Poplar Creek East Branch 794.91 794.91 19 19 833 794.91 A
834 0705102002 2008 PARKVIEW C. W. Poplar Creek East Branch 795.72 21 21 834
835 0705101022 2007 PARKVIEW C. W. Poplar Creek East Branch 797.24 797.24 20 20 835 797.24 A
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836 0705101023 2001 PARKVIEW C. W. Poplar Creek East Branch 795.53 795.53 18 18 836 795.53 A
837 0705101002 2006 PARKVIEW C. E. Poplar Creek East Branch 798.49 798.49 30 30 837 797.87 A
838 0705101001 2004 PARKVIEW C. W. Poplar Creek East Branch 796.93 796.25 796.25 29 29 838 796.25 A
839 0708109072 Poplar Creek East Branch 0 0 839 CONDOMINIUMS
840 0708109069 1968 & 1974 KENILWORTH Poplar Creek East Branch 797.17 797.17 796.63 23 23 840 CONDOMINIUMS
841 0708109069 Poplar Creek East Branch 0 0 841 CONDOMINIUMS
842 0708109069 1964 & 1966 KENILWORTH Poplar Creek East Branch 795.32 795.32 793.85 24 24 842 CONDOMINIUMS
843 0708109069 Poplar Creek East Branch 0 0 843 CONDOMINIUMS
844 0708109069 Poplar Creek East Branch 0 0 844 CONDOMINIUMS
845 0708109069 Poplar Creek East Branch 0 0 845 CONDOMINIUMS
846 0708109055 1941 & 1963 KENILWORTH Poplar Creek East Branch 794.87 794.16 793.83 25 26 846 CONDOMINIUMS
847 0708109050 Poplar Creek East Branch 0 0 847 CONDOMINIUMS
848 0708109046 Poplar Creek East Branch 0 0 848 CONDOMINIUMS
849 0708109043 1921 & 1939 KENILWORTH Poplar Creek East Branch 796.78 796.00 793.60 27 28 849 CONDOMINIUMS
850 0705102031 2009 PARKVIEW C. E. Poplar Creek East Branch 796.18 31 31 850 796.18 A
851 0705102032 2003 PARKVIEW C. E. Poplar Creek East Branch 796.72 32 32 851 796.26 A
852 0705202044 1598 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 797.04 797.04 796.30 3298 3298 852 796.38 A Detached Garage 796.07
853 0705202046 1592 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 796.47 3299 3299 853 796.10 A
854 0705202042 1588 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 796.69 796.19 3300 3300 854 796.19 A
855 0705202041 1580 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 797.68 797.68 3301 3301 855 797.07 A
856 0705202040 1572 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 797.30 797.30 796.60 3302 3302 856 796.60 A
857 0705202039 1562 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 797.31 797.31 796.61 3303 3303 857 796.61 A
858 0705202038 1556 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 797.45 797.45 3304 3304 858 796.86 A
859 0705202037 ? ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 3305 3305 859 796.01 A No Access to FF/LE
860 0705202036 1542 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 797.63 797.63 3306 3306 860 797.04 A
861 0705202035 1534 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 796.87 796.87 796.37 3307 3307 861 796.37 A
862 0705202034 1528 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 796.97 796.97 796.54 3308 3308 862 796.54 A
863 0705202033 1522 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 797.06 797.06 796.62 3309 3309 863 796.62 A
864 0705202032 1518 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 798.12 798.12 797.11 3310 3310 864 797.11 A
865 0705202031 1510 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 797.64 797.64 797.14 3311 3311 865 797.14 A
866 0705202030 1500 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 798.33 798.33 797.87 3312 3312 866 797.87 A
867 0705207016 1550 ROSEDALE L. Poplar Creek East Branch 796.78 796.78 796.22 3297 3297 867
868 0601200036 2895 GREENS POINT Poplar Creek Tributary A 817.85 817.85 816.64 3314 3314 868
869 0135103009 26 LK ADALYN Poplar Creek 833.06 825.55 824.84 3326 3327 869 828.86 A Detached Garage 828.56, Second Attached Garage 829.63
870 0126300025 1 S. COVE Poplar Creek 3317 3317 870 HIGH
871 0126301016 2 MUNDHANK / WITT Poplar Creek 837.45 836.14 835.78 3318 3319 871 835.36 A
872 0126305002 28 POLO DR. Poplar Creek 834.91 834.58 3321 3322 872 844.98 A
873 0126303003 5 BUCKTHORN Poplar Creek 835.19 835.19 833.66 3323 3323 873 833.66 A
874 0124300016 12 WILLOWMERE Poplar Creek 844.32 3324 3325 874 850.55 A
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875 0618103032 286 MULFORD CT. NP 778.64 778.64 5000 5000 875 778.14 A
876 0618103033 284 MULFORD CT. NP 778.77 778.77 3633 3633 876 777.66 A
877 0618103034 282 MULFORD CT. NP 778.36 778.36 3634 3634 877 777.87 A
878 0618103035 280 MULFORD CT. NP 778.33 778.33 3635 3635 878 777.79 A
879 0618103036 278 MULFORD CT. NP 778.19 778.19 3636 3636 879 777.13 A
880 0618103037 276 MULFORD CT. NP 777.52 777.52 3637 3637 880 776.92 A
881 0618103038 266 MULFORD CT. NP 777.53 777.53 3638 3638 881 777.14 A
882 0618103039 258 MULFORD CT. NP 778.96 3639 3639 882 778.48 A
883 0618103060 228 MULFORD CT. NP 780.67 3640 3640 883 780.67 A
884 0618103059 220 MULFORD CT. NP 785.95 782.25 781.70 3641 3642 884 785.65 A
885 975 LAVOIE AVE Poplar Creek 718.01 713.95 713.95 3805 3806 885 712.32 A
886 0624486016 610 KIRK Poplar Creek 724.66 724.06 3854 3854 886 724.76 D
887 548 LUCILE Lord's Park Tributary 725.74 723.74 3886 3887 887 723.20 D
888 350 WILLARD AVE. Lord's Park Tributary 722.04 722.04 722.04 4011 4011 888
889 409 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.06 726.06 723.35 0 0 889 (MOBILE HOME)
890 405 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.07 726.07 723.23 0 0 890 (MOBILE HOME)
891 391 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.62 726.62 723.82 0 0 891 (MOBILE HOME)
892 389 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.42 726.42 723.72 0 0 892 (MOBILE HOME)
893 383 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.47 726.47 723.92 0 0 893 (MOBILE HOME)
894 387 SADLER Lord's Park Tributary/NP 727.28 727.28 724.07 0 0 894 (MOBILE HOME)
895 883 JAN MARIE Lord's Park Tributary/NP 726.60 726.60 722.56 0 0 895 883 JAN MARIE
896 952 VILLA Poplar Creek 727.64 727.64 726.65 3842 3842 896 727.02 A
1000 0621103014 110 ROSEWOOD DR. NP 777.72 777.42 3975 3976 1000
1001 0622415008 9 CREEK SIDE CT. NP 788.67 787.17 786.77 3977 3978 1001 787.02 A
1006 632 LAUREL ST. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 729.17 4043 4043 1006
1007 750 E. CHICAGO ST. ST. Lord's Park Tributary/NP 734.95 734.95 4059 4059 1007
Appendix C. Database Field Descriptions 
Data Sources Table Type Length Domain Description
Struct_ID Text 25 Primary key
Parcel_PIN Text 25 Parcel Property Identification Number
Address Text 50 Street address
City Text 50 Municipality
State Text 2 State abbreviation
ZipCode Text 10 Zipcode
County Text 50 County
Latitude Double Latitude of the point representing the structure
Longitude Double Longitude of the point representing the structure
Occupancy_Type Text 25 D_Occupancy
Hazus defined structure types: residential, commercial, industrial, agriculture, government, 
education
Occupancy_Class Text 50 D_Occupancy_Sub_Class
Subdivides the occupancy types into specific occupancy classifications. The primary purpose 
of building classifications is to group buildings with similar valuation, damage and loss 
characteristics into a set of pre-defined groups for analysis.
Building_Cost Double Estimated value of the structure in 2018 U.S. Dollars
Content_Cost Double Estimated value of the contents located inside of the structure in 2018 U.S. Dollars
PctAnnChance Float Percent annual chance of flooding for the structure. Rounded to nearest tenth of a percent
Pct30yrChance Float
Percent chance of flooding over a 30-year period for the structure. Rounded to nearest 
tenth of a percent
NumStories Short
Number of stories for the structure, this was determined by field verification and assessors 
data
Area Float Approximate square footage of structure
Foundation_Type Text 1 D_Foundation
The buildings foundations were determined from the assessor’s data when available. The 
foundation type modifies the Hazus depth damage curves applied to the structure, altering 
the percentage damage applied and the economic losses reported for the structure
FirstFloorHt Short
The height of the first floor, in feet, above ground elevation. This number is integral in the 
calculation of the damage estimates
Year_Built Short The year the household was assumed to be built based on the assessors information
Building_Material Text 15
Overall construction material of the home. This field was populated with the assessors’ data 
or surveyors observations when available
Comments Text 500 Comments for structure
Database Field Descriptions 
Structures Table
Field Name Type Length Description
Struct_ID Text 25 Foreign key to Structures table
Occupancy_Source Text 255 Source for Occupancy_Class and Occupancy_Type fields
Foundation_Type_Source Text 255 Source for Foundation_Type field
FirstFloorHt_Source Text 255 Source for FirstFloorHt field
Building_Cost_Source Text 255 Source for Building_Cost field
YearBuilt_Source Text 255 Source for YearBuilt field
Area_Source Text 255 Source for Area field
FairMarketValue_Source Text 255 Source for FairMarketValue field
NumStories_Source Text 255 Source for NumStories field
Project_Source Text 255 Project for which data originated
Database Field Descriptions 
Data Sources Table
Data Sources Tabl Type Length Domain Description
Struct_ID Text 25 Foreign key to Structures table
Event_Typ Text 6 D_Event
Flood Event type. Identifies the annual percent chance of exceedance 
for a flooding event such as 0.2-, 1-, 2-, 4- and 10-percent. Includes 
Average Annualized Loss (AAL)
Depth Float
Depth of water above first finished floor for a given flood event 
Rounded to the nearest hundreth of a foot. Note there is no depth for 
AAL entries
Bldg_Dmg_Pct Float
Calculated within Hazus, estimating the percent of the direct physical 
damage to a structure. Rounded to the nearest hundreth of a percent. 
Note there is no value for AAL entries
Cont_Dmg_Pct Float
Calculated within Hazus, estimating the percent of damage to a 
structure’s contents. Rounded to the nearest hundreth of a percent. 
Note there is no value for AAL entries
Bldg_Loss Double
Calculated within Hazus, estimating the cost of the direct physical 
damage to a structure. Values in 2018 U.S. Dollars and rounded to the 
nearest ten
Cont_Loss Double
Calculated within Hazus, estimating the total cost of damage to the 
structure’s contents for a given flood event. Values in 2018 U.S. Dollars 
and rounded to the nearest ten
Inventory_Loss Double
Calculated within Hazus, estimating the total cost of damage to a 
commercial structure’s business inventory for a given flood event. 
Values in 2018 U.S. Dollars and rounded to the nearest ten
Total_Loss Double
Total loss for the structure, contents, and inventory for a given flood 
event (Bdlg_Loss + Cont_Loss + Inventory_Loss) Values in 2018 U.S. 
Dollars
Database Field Descriptions 
Flood Risk Table
Data Sources Table Type Length Domain Description
Struct_ID Text 25 Foreign key to Structures table
First_Floor_Elev
Float
This is the elevation of the top of the lowest finished floor above grade in a 
building. Rounded to the nearest tenth of a foot
Low_Ent_Elev
Float
Lowest entry surveyed elevation, the elevation of the  lowest spot where water 
could enter the structure i.e basement windows, outdoor stairway to basement, 
or door entry. Rounded to the nearest tenth of a foot
Low_Ent_Grd
Float
Lowest entry ground, lowest exterior ground surveyed elevation of the structure 
where water will meet the foundation. Rounded to the nearest tenth of a foot
Other_Elev Float Other type of elevation collected. Rounded to the nearest tenth of a foot
Other_ElevTyp Text 100 Explanation of elevation collected in Other_Elev field
Photo_Front Text 15 Photo name that contains front view of structure
Photo_LowEnt Text 15 Photo name that contains low entry view of structure
Photo_Other Text 15 Photo name that contains Other Elevation
PhotoTyp_Other Text 100 Explanation of photo in Photo_Other field
Comments Text 255 Comments for surveyed structures
Database Field Descriptions 
Survey Table
